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Decision-Making Frameworks for Practical Industrial
Applications in Optimal Process Design and Control
Joseph Gamal Nessim Costandy, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2021
Supervisors: Michael Baldea and Thomas F. Edgar
While economics are the driving force behind many of the decisions
made by industrial stakeholders, the methodologies employed to make high-
level decisions often utilize heuristics that may not be quantitatively opti-
mal. In this dissertation, I develop optimization-based frameworks that enable
quantitatively driven high-level decision-making for two problems of practical
industrial significance.
In the first part of the dissertation, I address the problem of deciding the
operating mode (batch or continuous-flow) of a chemical process, while taking
into account the fundamental differences in the natures of the two operating
modes (such as the batch advantage of utilizing reactors for the manufacture
of multiple products, or the batch disadvantage of reactor cleanup between
campaigns), the size and cost of the respective reactor units, and the potential
x
use of reactor networks to optimize performance. I develop a first-principles-
based non-dimensionalization algorithm that unifies the model for all reactor
types and chemical systems from the two operating modes which enables direct
performance comparisons between reactors of the two operating modes. In
addition, I introduce a novel discretization method, the orthogonal collocation
on finite elements for reactors (OCFERE), that allows the consideration of
networks of reactors of either of the two operating modes, and I unify the
description of the economics of the two operating modes. This results in a
framework that encompasses the solution of a single optimization problem to
make the decision about operating mode and find the optimal reactor network
design.
In the second part of the dissertation, I address the problem of quanti-
fying the monetary value of improvements in process control. While methods
have been developed for quantifying the value of control in the case of pre-
dominantly steady-state processes, there has been no attempt to quantify the
monetary value of control for predominantly transient processes. I first review
the problem, and highlight the relationship between optimal scheduling and
process control for transient processes. Then, I utilize the general framework of
integrated scheduling and control to develop novel performance functions that
enable the quantification of the monetary value of control from a scheduling
perspective for a predominantly transient process. I posit that the transition
time between one product and the next in a production sequence can be used
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Batch to Continuous: Preliminaries
In this chapter1, a literature review of the batch to continuous problem
is first provided, then the scope of the work conducted and reported in this
dissertation is described.
1.1 The Batch to Continuous Problem
Batch processing remains the production method of choice in the man-
ufacturing of specialty chemicals and pharmaceuticals [152]. The reasons for
batch dominance can be summarized into two categories: (1) perception, and
(2) flexibility of the batch operation.
The first category of reasons related to perception includes the historical
prevalence of batch operations and an inertia to change the already established
regulatory framework for quality control of products, the (incorrect) perception
that accurate control over continuously operated devices is difficult to achieve,
1The contents of this chapter are partially based on the following two publications: [44]
J G Costandy, T F Edgar, and M Baldea. Switching from Batch to Continuous Reac-
tors Is a Trajectory Optimization Problem. Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research,
58(30):13718–13736, 2019. [46] Joseph G. Costandy, Thomas F. Edgar, and Michael Baldea.
A Unified Reactor Network Synthesis Framework for Simultaneous Consideration of Batch
and Continuous-Flow Reactor Alternatives. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research,
60:7232–7256, 2021. J. C. is the primary author of both manuscripts.
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and a lack of motivation to make changes to operating practices because of
the minimal cost of production relative to the high profit margins expected in
these industries [132].
The second category is the fact that batch processes offer the advantage
of flexible, multipurpose units. This difference in the nature of the operation
of a batch plant has been recognized by process systems engineers, who have,
in turn, offered a wealth of literature on the design and optimal operation
of such flexible batch plants. This includes work on the optimal operation
of a single batch unit [17, 48, 151, 161] as well as the optimal design and
scheduling of multipurpose units [27, 28, 29, 37, 39, 55, 68, 106, 129, 167].
These studies have shown that the effect of flexibility on the overall process
economics may be considerable. For example, Gorsek et al. [72, 73, 74] used
a case study from the specialty chemicals industry to demonstrate that, while
the continuous operating mode is superior to the batch operating mode for all
plant capacities if single-purpose equipment is considered, the batch operating
mode becomes more profitable at low product demands when multipurpose
equipment is considered. Therefore, in the problem of determining the best
operating mode for the manufacture of a particular chemical species, a fair
assessment must not only account for the optimal performance of individual
units but must also account for the difference in the nature of the operating
modes.
Nevertheless, due to several emerging challenges, particularly in the
pharmaceutical industry, there has been a shift in the last two decades towards
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the design and operation of continuous production facilities for chemicals that
have traditionally been produced in batches. These challenges include an
increase in costs of research and development of new drugs due to the failure
of more compounds to pass through all the phases of clinical testing [11], expiry
of “blockbuster” drug patents at a faster rate than new drugs can be developed
[11, 12], and changing revenue and price constraints from third-parties such
as insurance companies [8, 120]. The need for increasing profits prompted
pharmaceutical companies to streamline their manufacturing practices, giving
rise to the quality by design (QbD) paradigm, wherein the process is designed
with the end product quality in mind [177]. At this point, the deficiencies
inherent to batch manufacturing processes surfaced as top targets for potential
cost savings. These deficiences include complexities in scale-up [78, 105] and
control [56], losses due to equipment clean up between production campaigns,
increased costs of labor, and discarding of entire batches if the product is
off-spec.
On the other hand, continuous processes are simpler to operate, re-
quire minimal human supervision, the problems associated with scale-up of
laboratory experiments are greatly reduced, processes have a smaller through-
put per unit time making them safer to operate and reducing their physical
footprints, and with appropriate feedback control, we can expect that only a
small amount of off-spec product will be made, leading to significant savings in
resource consumption [159, 164]. The fact that continuous operation reduces
the amount of material being processed per unit time, along with the decreased
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mass and heat transfer limitations of continuous flow reactors (CFRs), is why
the transition from batch to continuous processing is considered a prime exam-
ple of process intensification. Not only does the transition allow us to perform
existing batch operations more efficiently, but it has also unlocked the poten-
tial to exploit novel process windows [22, 82, 83, 89, 176]. With the onset of
the process intensification paradigm, a plethora of novel processing options
have necessitated more rigorous feasibility studies of the transition between
the operating modes [20, 155].
1.2 Batch to Continuous Feasibility Studies
Making the switch from batch to continuous flow has been the subject
of much research in the last two decades. The main research questions are
whether making the switch is economically and technically feasible, and if
so, what are the potential savings that can be made. Significant efforts were
invested in developing new technologies to achieve the switch. The wealth
of technologies developed for this purpose has been reviewed in references
[25, 155, 165]. In addition, experimental feasibility studies of the switch are
very common. Some look at individual reactions of interest, and typically
involve synthesizing the desired chemical(s) in both batch reactors and CFRs,
then comparing the reactor performances (see, for example, references [69, 90,
107, 109, 114, 116, 140, 148]). A literature review of reactions carried out
in CFRs is provided by Anderson [10]. Other works focus on defining the
best methodology to follow when conducting the feasibility studies. Valera et
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al. [162] studied the factors that affect the decision to run a laboratory scale
reaction in a flask or in a CFR. Hertrampf et al. [81] compare the products
made using a batch process to those made using a continuous process via
Raman spectroscopy, laser diffraction, X-ray powder diffraction and scanning
electron microscopy.
In addition to studies that focus exclusively on the reactor, full laboratory-
scale production processes have been developed to compare the two produc-
tion regimes. This includes both ”hybrid” (involving both batch and contin-
uous sections) [40, 105, 171] and fully continuous [6, 30, 150] processes. At a
larger scale, continuous pharmaceutical pilot plants have been built success-
fully [43, 149, 178].
The high costs of performing experimental studies fueled the need for
alternative screening methods to determine whether a specific batch process
would benefit from making the switch to continuous flow. Several qualitative
methods have been proposed. Roberge et al. [139] related batch unit oper-
ations to appropriate continuous counterparts. Calabrese and Pissavini [38]
introduced a list of screening criteria to determine the feasibility of switch-
ing from batch to continuous based on the particular reaction scheme being
considered. The inferences are based on an understanding of the areas where
CFRs excel compared to their batch counterparts. Plouffe et al. [131] devel-
oped a qualitative toolbox that can be used to recommend the type of CFR
that would be appropriate for a particular combination of reaction kinetics,
the phases present, and the type of reaction network. Brandt and Schembecker
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[36] introduced key performance indicators that combine product yield, purity
performance, variable manufacturing costs, and production rate into one ob-
jective that may be used for the systematic design of batch or continuous-flow
downstream processes. Jolliffe and Gerogiorgis [91] tackled the problem of
continuous process flowsheeting by first surveying the literature to find active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) for which continuous flow processes have
been developed, evaluating each candidate for suitability of large-scale process
flowsheeting by giving them scores in each of a set of ten broad criteria, such
as process complexity or level of product demand, then identified ibuprofen for
further analysis. Teoh et al. [154] proposed a high-level qualitative screening
approach that utilizes existing knowledge about batch processes to determine
the feasibility of the switch.
Quantitative feasibility studies have also been developed. Goršek and
Glavič [72, 73, 74] introduced a general methodology to analyze the factors
that influence the decision on the operating mode of a full chemical plant.
Specifically, they developed an approach to estimate the way plant capac-
ity, material recycle, and energy integration affect the decision to design a
batch or continuous process when considering plants with single and muli-
purpose (batch) equipment. The methodology involved postulating a process
flowsheet for a particular process, simulating it for a continuous flow pro-
cess, replacing each unit with a batch counterpart, simulating the batch pro-
cess, and comparing the net present value of the two processes. More recent
works adopt a similar procedure, where data-driven modeling of novel contin-
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uous flow equipment [33, 158] is conducted, followed by plantwide simulations
[26, 35, 31, 77, 92, 93, 142, 144, 147, 175], and optimization [32, 34]. The
aforementioned studies rely on modeling batch and continuous processes in-
dependently, then determining whether the switch is economically attractive.
Other studies relied on the modeling of processes using first-principles models
[134, 146].
1.3 Scope
In all the aforementioned feasibility studies, the batch and Continuous
Flow Reactors (CFRs) are considered independently of one another. The fact
that the chemistry being conducted within the two reactors is identical is not
exploited in any of the modeling techniques that are offered in the literature.
While the existing knowledge of the original batch processes has been used
to qualitatively guide the design of a potential equivalent CFR, a quantitative
utilization of batch experimental data has scarcely been used to that end. In
chapter 2, I develop an optimization based framework that utilizes existing
batch reactor data to determine whether a CFR can be designed that obeys
reactor-specific constraints while delivering an equivalent performance to the
batch reactor. To illustrate the utility of the methodology in attaining fea-
sible designs for vastly differing reactor types, I focus my attention for the
continuous-flow operating mode on the development of a microreactor that
performs equivalently to a batch counterpart.
The approach presented in Chapter 2 is effective for the design of a sin-
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gle reactor using product yield as the key performance indicator. The method-
ology is extended to offer a more complete analysis in Chapter 3, where the
potential use of reactor networks is accounted for, and process economics is
used as the key performance indicator, where the models used for calculat-
ing process economics accommodate the differences in the natures of the two
operating modes (e.g. multi-purpose batch equipment).
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Chapter 2
Batch to Continuous: Performance-Based
Optimization For Single Reactor Transitions
In this chapter1, I present a novel framework for addressing the batch
to continuous feasibility problem for a single reactor. I begin by defining
the specific research questions I address, and presenting the reactor models
I employ along with the modeling assumptions. I then present a motivating
example that will lay the groundwork for the rest of the chapter.
2.1 Problem Statement
Given a batch reactor (BR) that processes a set of I = {i : i1, . . . , iNI}
components undergoing a set J = {j : j1, . . . , jNJ} of reactions, for which
reaction kinetics are known, I seek to develop an optimization-based framework
to address the following broad questions:
1. Can an ideal continuous-flow reactor (CFR) that performs ”equivalently”
to the BR be designed? If so, what are the design parameters of the
1The contents of this chapter are largely based on the following publication: [44] J G
Costandy, T F Edgar, and M Baldea. Switching from Batch to Continuous Reactors Is a Tra-
jectory Optimization Problem. Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, 58(30):13718–
13736, 2019. J. C. is the primary author of the manuscript.
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reactor?
2. From a reactor performance point-of-view, is it beneficial to switch from
batch to continuous, or to consider making operational changes to im-
prove the BR performance? Can one quantify this difference?
2.2 Reactor Modeling
To illustrate the utility of the methodology in determining equivalence
between vastly differing reactor designs, in this chapter I elected to determine
the feasibility of switching from a large-scale autoclave BR to a microreactor
in the continuous-flow operating mode. The problem of how to model microre-
actors using first-principles models received much attention. First-principles
models offer the advantage of capturing the wealth of knowledge about the
phenomena occurring within the reaction mixture. Roberge [137, 138] classi-
fied reactions based on kinetics and the number of phases present. Kockmann
[97, 98] performed a detailed analysis of the fluid dynamics in microstruc-
tured CFRs, independent of the batch counterparts, and showed that the
integration of reaction kinetics into fluid dynamics and transport phenomena
is essential for successful application of microstructured devices for continu-
ous pharmaceutical and fine chemicals production. The design concepts were
demonstrated on a pilot-scale plant. Nagy et al. [118] demonstrated that
flow in microreactors may deviate significantly from ideality, and introduced
metrics to determine when consideration of mixing and/or dispersion may be
essential. Witt et al. [170] modeled the flow in mesoscale reactors using 1-D
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and 2-D dispersion models, as well as a full 3-D CFD model to determine the
importance of including detailed dispersion effects.
In this chapter, I begin with idealized reactor assumptions. Later, I
make use of the published literature on microreactor modeling to ensure that
the attained designs are feasible. In addition to the ideal batch and CFR
assumptions, I make the following assumptions:
1. Cylindrical reactor geometry.
2. Homogeneous, incompressible liquid phase systems.
3. Negligible pressure drop and gravitational acceleration.
4. Negligible dispersion effects.
5. perfect mixing.
6. Constant solvent properties (specific heat capacity, diffusion coefficient,
viscosity, thermal conductivity).
The modeling of solids-based processes has many associated challenges,
and research on modeling such processes is vast [141]. For this reason, I have
elected to deal only with liquids in this work. The assumption of homogeneous
liquid phase systems covers the majority of reactive systems that are currently
carried out in BRs. With that assumption, assuming incompressible flow be-
comes reasonable. While it has been reported that dispersion and mixing
effects may hamper the predictive ability of the model, I will later introduce
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constraints in the optimization framework that ensure the effects are negligi-
ble and can be ignored. Nevertheless, expanding the framework to account for
cases where these assumptions may not hold is an interesting topic, and can
be the subject of a future work.
With these assumptions, the mass and energy balances of any reactive
system are given in eqs 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, where Ci is the molar con-
centration of species i [mol/m3], v is the flow velocity [m/s], Ri is the sum of
rates of generation and consumption of species i [mol/m3s], ρ is the mixture
mass density [kg/m3], Cp is the specific heat capacity of the mixture [J/kg K],
T is the temperature [K], 4Hj is the enthalpy change of reaction j [J/mol], rj
is the reaction rate expression for reaction j [mol/m3s], U is the overall heat
transfer coefficient [J/m2 K s], d is the reactor internal diameter [m], and Ts


















(Ts − T ) (2.2)
I will assume that the reaction kinetics are known, and that a rate
expression of the form given in eq 2.3 has been obtained, where kj is the
pre-exponential factor, EAj is the activation energy, R is the universal gas
constant, and gij is the reaction order of component i in reaction j. Then, the
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overall rate of generation of component i, Ri, is given by eq 2.4, where ηij is the
stoichiometric coefficient of component i in reaction j. As is the convention,
ηij is positive if component i is a product in reaction j, and negative if it is a
reactant.






















Consider an isothermal reactor carrying out a single, first-order reac-
tion A → B, and has the rate expression Ri = ηjKCA, where K[s−1] has the
Arrhenius form K(T ) = k0e
−EA
RT . Using eq 2.1, the evolution of reactant con-
centration with time or position for an ideal, well-mixed BR or, respectively,
steady-state plug-flow reactor (PFR) are given by eqs 2.5 and 2.6,
dCA
dt










where CAt0 and CAz0 are the initial reactant concentrations (at the start of
the reaction for the BR, and the inlet for the PFR, respectively). Figure
2.1(a) shows the time and spatial evolution of reactant concentration for the
parameter values given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Parameters to generate the plots of Figure 2.1.
Parameter Batch 1 Continuous 1 Continuous 2 Continuous 3 Batch 2 Continuous 4 Continuous 5
k [s−1] 1014
T [K] 300 328.7
EA [J/mol] 88,540 107,691
tB [s] 60 - 129600 -
X(tB) 0.90 - 0.90 -
L [m] - 60 - 3
v [m/s] - 0.75 1.00 1.25 - 0.001
X(L) - 0.95 0.90 0.84 - 0.052 0.90
A comparison of the time and spatial evolution equations reveals that
for the same temperature and initial reactant concentration, the two equations
would evaluate to the same numerical values if tB = L/v, where tB and L
are the total batch time and PFR length, respectively. This is seen by the
overlapping evolution curves for Batch 1 and Continuous 2 in Figure 2.1(a).
Therefore, if the batch process is designed to give the concentration evolution
of Batch 1, the design of a CFR to achieve the same total conversion would
be straightforward. In addition, for a fixed continuous reactor length, the
flow velocity v can be adjusted to obtain a higher (Continuous 1) or lower
(Continuous 3) total conversion.
Since tB and L are the markers of the end of the reaction in batch and
CFRs, respectively, L is considered the continuous-flow analogue of tB in the
batch process. If initial concentrations and total batch time are fixed, the only
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[Continuous 1] v = 0.75 m/s
[Continuous 2] v  = 1.00 m/s
[Continuous 3] v  = 1.25 m/s
(a) EA = 88, 540 J/mol































[Batch 2] T = 300 K
[Continuous 4] T = 300 K
[Continuous 5] T = 328.7K
(b) EA = 107, 691 J/mol
Figure 2.1: Time and spatial evolution of reactant concentration for reaction
A → B in batch and continuous reactors with activation energies (a) EA
= 88,540 J/mol, and (b) EA = 107,691 J/mol. Note that Batch 1 overlaps
Continuous 2, and Batch 2 overlaps Continuous 5.
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remaining degree of freedom in the batch process for process control purposes
is the reaction temperature. Conversely, in the continuous process with fixed
initial concentrations and reactor length, we may change both temperature
and flow velocity to control the process. Hence, in establishing an equivalence
between the two reaction modes, it quickly becomes clear that continuous
operation offers an additional degree of freedom that may be useful from a
process control point of view.
One may conclude for the simple example discussed above that the
switch from batch to continuous design and operation is trivial, and that the
advantage of additional control degrees of freedom makes the switch desirable.
Indeed, the switch may be desirable from a control point of view, but in
practice may not be attainable. In this example, note that the CFR has a
length L = 60 m. Table 2.2 shows the typical ranges for the design variables
of continuous-flow microreactors [153]. A reactor length of 60 m far exceeds the
reactor lengths typically reported in the literature; in practice, such a reactor
is likely to suffer significant pressure losses, or be heat/mass-transfer limited
like its batch counterpart. Similarly, the batch process has a total batch time
of 60 s to achieve the same 90% conversion. This is much faster than most
batch processes in the chemical industry, which typically have a duration that
is in the order of several minutes, hours or days.
Consider the concentration evolution for the same reaction (A → B)
with the activation energy increased to a value of 107, 691 J/mol, such that the
same conversion (90 %) requires 36 hours of operation rather than 1 minute
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Table 2.2: Typical ranges for the design variables of CFRs [153].
Design Variable
Reactor Length, L 0.1 m ≤ L ≤ 3 m
Reactor Diameter, d 0.1 mm ≤ d ≤ 5 mm
Volumetric Flow Rate, Q 0.01 mL/min ≤ Q ≤ 10 ml/min
Residence Time, tR 1 s ≤ tR ≤ 3000 s
Lateral Flow Velocity, v (if not available, estimated
using v = L/tR or v = 4Q/πd
2)
0.001 m/s ≤ v ≤ 1.00 m/s
in the BR, a more typical batch duration. The concentration evolution for
this BR (Batch 2) is shown in Figure 2.1(b). If one was to set tB = L/v and
operate at the same temperature, the length of the reactor would need to be
even longer than the 60 m length used before, even if the flow velocity was
dropped to unreasonably low values. For example, reducing the flow velocity
to the lower limit of 0.001 m/s would still require a 130 m long reactor to
achieve the same conversion. Setting reactor length to L = 3 m (Continuous 4
in Figure 2.1(b)), the total conversion drops to only 5.2 %, making this a poor
design. Therefore, in practice, achieving the same conversion as the reference
batch system in a CFR with tailored length and flow velocity is not quite as
simple due to design limitations.
The aforementioned findings do not imply that a CFR cannot be de-
signed to achieve the same conversion as the batch system. However, they
do mean that, from a practical point of view, we must consider the specific
design constraints, as well as alternative operating conditions such as different
temperatures and flow velocities. For this problem, where the integration of
the design equations can be carried out analytically as was shown in eqs 2.5
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and 2.6, the temperature at which a 90 % conversion could be achieved in the
CFR at the design limits L = 3 m and v = 0.001 m/s, can be easily computed
by setting CA(L) = 0.1CAz0 which leads to a new temperature value of 328.7
K. The reactant concentration spatial evolution along the CFR with these
dimensions at this temperature is shown as Continuous 5 in Figure 2.1(b). As
can be seen from the figure, the same conversion of 90 % that was achieved by
Batch 2 is replicated by Continuous 5.
This example illustrates the concept of batch and continuous equiva-
lence (with regards to reactor performance). While the only mathematical
difference between the design equations for batch and continuous reactor de-
sign is the independent variable (t for batch, z for continuous), accounting for
the different nature of the two processing modes requires further considera-
tion. In this example, I presented a simple case study where the integration
of the design equations was performed analytically, and was able to obtain
simple closed-form expressions for the evolution of concentration for the single
reactant. However, most practical problems are difficult to solve analytically,
and numerical solution methods are needed. In addition, in this case, I as-
signed values to the reactor length and flow velocity of the CFR. No checks
were provided to determine the validity of the modeling assumptions made,
or to calculate whether the volumetric flow velocity or the reactor diameter
are within their typical design ranges. If I was to consider all these aspects,
the complexity of the problem increases significantly. Therefore, this problem
naturally lends itself to an optimization-based framework.
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In this chapter, I aim to develop a framework that is readily applicable
to the design of a single chemical reactor handling any reactive system. To this
end, I begin by introducing a general characterization algorithm for reaction
networks (section 2.4). Then, I define performance metrics that will enable a
direct comparison between the designed CFR and the reference BR (section
2.5). I then non-dimensionalize the transport equations (section 2.6). Finally,
I present the generalized optimization problems that will be used to address
the research questions defined in the problem statement (section 2.7), and
demonstrate their use on the case study given in this section, as well as on a
second case study (section 2.8).
2.4 Reactive System Characterization
The goal of this work is to offer a framework that may be applied to any
reaction network. The method I employ is to develop non-dimensional reactor
performance metrics in terms of the concentrations of the chemical species
within the reactive system. Then, two optimization problems are constructed.
The first minimizes the difference between the performance metrics of the
CFR and BR. The second maximizes the sum of the values of the performance
metrics for the two reactors. Using those, a clear picture of the potential
benefits of making the switch from batch to continuous-flow for the particular
reaction scheme under consideration can be formulated. In this section, I
describe the generalized method used to define the reactive system in the
framework.
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The problem of deriving a generalized protocol for characterizing all the
species within a reactive system has scarcely been tackled in the literature, and
has focused mainly on classifying chemical routes (with the ultimate goal of
defining ideality of chemical routes), such that alternative chemical routes to
synthesize a desired final product can be quantitatively compared [70, 79].
This characterization is useful when the chemical reaction route is not known
a priori, and potential alternative routes are to be compared. In this work, the
chemical reaction route is assumed to have already been studied and identified,
so such detail is not necessary. Instead, I will introduce component subsets
of the superset of chemical species I = {i : i1, . . . , iNI}. I begin by defining
subsets IR ⊂ I of reactants, and IP ⊂ I of products. I further define subsets
IPD ⊆ IP of desirable products, and IPU ⊂ IP of undesirable products and
intermediates. The split between the components is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Venn diagram illustrating the subsets of the component superset
I.
Reactants (belonging to subset IR) are defined as the components that
must be present in the reactor inlet (or loaded into the BR at the start of
the batch) for the desirable products to be made. In other words, these are
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the components whose inlet (initial) concentrations cannot be zero. Note that
this definition does not include all components that act as reactants in the







where the desirable product is component C, A and B must be present at
the inlet of the reactor (or the start of the batch) for the desirable product
C to be made. Therefore, JR = {A, B}. Note that while the addition of
components A, D and E would also be sufficient to make C, we have made
the decision that for this process, we will supply A and B because those were
the available raw materials. Therefore, components D and E do not belong to
the reactants subset IR since their presence is not necessary for the production
of the desirable product C if pure component B is being supplied. Here, I
indicate that while this framework is general in that it accepts any number of
components and reaction scheme, the supplied raw materials must be defined
a priori.
Products (belonging to set IP ) are all other components within the
system, since every component that does not belong to IR must be the product
of at least one reaction within the full chemical network.
Desirable products (belonging to IPD) are defined as all the components
that must be present at the outlet of the continuous reactor or respectively
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at the end of the batch. In other words, these are the components for the
production of which the reactor was designed. In the reaction system above,
this would mean IPD = {C}. Note that these may not necessarily be the
desirable final products of the entire process. For example, if reaction 1 in
the above example had an additional product F , which was to be separated
from the desirable product C downstream of the reactor, then component F
would still belong to the subset IPD , along with product C. While there is
no restriction on the concentration of components belonging to this subset at
the inlet (initially), it is the objective of the reactor that the amount of these
components at the outlet (at the end of the batch) be maximized. Like the
components in IR, the components belonging to this subset must be defined a
priori.
Undesirable products (belonging to IPU ) are all the components that
do not belong to either IR or IPD . This may include all the products of
undesirable side reactions, as well as intermediates. For the above system of
reactions, IPU = {D, E}. The selection of the components in IR and IPD
determines the membership of IPU .
With these definitions of the subsets, IR ∪ IP = I, IPD ∪ IPU = IP , and
IR ∩ IP = IPD ∩ IPU = ∅. That is, each component i in the system belongs to
one, and only one of the subsets IR, IPD , and IPU . This is illustrated in Figure
2.2.
To further illustrate the set definitions above, I utilize the fictitious,
but not unrealistic chemical scheme of Figure 2.3(a). The chemical scheme
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is of a reactive system in a process that aims to manufacture component
M . I use such a scheme to illustrate that this methodology for set defini-
tion encompasses even the most complex of schemes. In the figure, mem-
bers of IR, IPD and IPU are placed inside point-corner square boxes, rounded-
corner (bold-edged) square boxes, and circles, respectively. The set member-
ship is further illustrated in the Venn diagram of Figure 2.3(b). The scheme
involves a total of 12 reactions (placed in round brackets under each reac-
tion). Therefore, J = {j1, j2, . . . j12}. The membership of the reactants set
is IR = {A,B,E,G,H, I, J}, since these are all the components that would
only be present if they are added at the reactor inlet. The membership of the
desirable products set is IPD = {L,M}. Note that while the aim from the pro-
cess is the manufacture of product M , the product cannot be manufactured
without making product L (through reactions 6 and 9), so both components
belong to the desirable products set. Finally, the membership of the undesir-
able products set is IPU = {C,D, F,K,N}, all the other components within
the system.
2.5 Performance Metrics
As was shown in the motivating example, one cannot expect that all
variables in the two reactors be the same. The comparison between the two
reaction modes necessitates the definition of a set of universal performance
metrics. All feasibility studies utilize some form of performance metric to























Figure 2.3: (a) Fictitious chemical reaction scheme to illustrate component
subset memberships. Members of IR are placed inside point-corner square
boxes, members of IPD are placed inside rounded-corner bold-edged square
boxes, and members of IPU are placed inside circles. (b) Venn diagram illus-
trating the component subsets for the chemical reaction scheme in (a).
feasibility studies typically involve the synthesis of a product using batch and
CFRs, then utilizing Process Analytical Technology (PAT) [81] to compare
physical and chemical attributes of the products. Some examples of perfor-
mance metrics that have been used include level of impurities [26] and Envi-
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ronmental factors (E-factor) [92, 93]. Winkelnkemper and Schembecker [169]
introduced the separation cost indicator (SCI) that combines yield, purity, and
variable manufacturing costs into a single metric to assess the performance of
a production stage. This was later extended to consider production rate in
the modified separation performance indicator (SPI) metric [36].
At the plant scale, performance metrics often come from empirical con-
siderations, and involve several factors that have been observed to have the
most pronounced effects on the full process performance. For example, van
Aken et al. [163] introduce the ”EcoScale” tool, which compares processing
routes by assigning a perfect route a score of 100, then penalizing every route
based on its performance as quantified in the overall yield, cost, safety, op-
erating conditions, and the ease of purification. Dach et al. [49] extend the
approach by using a modified version of the EcoScale as one of eight criteria
to evaluate a full chemical process, including material cost, atom economy,
yield, volume-time-output, environmental factor, quality service level, and the
process excellence index. This approach allows direct comparisons between
processing routes, but the criteria account only for batch processes, and their
direct applicability for a continuous-flow system is not straightforward. For the
specific problem of retrofitting an existing batch process with a continuous-flow
counterpart, Dencic et al. [52] identify the following four factors as the most
relevant indicators for process improvement: (1) operation time, (2) operating
costs, (3) waste production, and (4) resource usage.
Both the laboratory and plant scale studies place an emphasis on the
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following four criteria:
1. Maximizing resource (raw material) usage.
2. Maximizing yield of desirable products.
3. Minimizing yield of undesirable products (waste).
4. Minimizing operating costs.
In this chapter, I will focus on quantifying the performance with respect
to the first three criteria. An equitable comparison of operating costs (crite-
rion (4)) would entail consideration of different aspects of the manufacturing
process, such as differences in labor costs and downtime between batch and
CFRs. Since these differences significantly add to the complexity of the prob-
lem, they are addressed in detail in Chapter 3. At this stage, I aim to build
a framework that compares the performance of the individual reactor while
considering the difference in individual reactor design between the two oper-
ating modes. Nevertheless, criteria (1)-(3) directly affect operating costs, in
that they reduce raw material costs, downstream separation costs, and profit
from the sale of product.
Having created appropriate subsets of the components in the previous
section for reactants (IR), desirable products (IPD), and undesirable products
(IPU ), I will introduce separate performance metrics for each of the component
subsets that will assure that the CFR can meet the same performance of the
batch counterpart with regards to criteria (1) - (3) above.
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In order to maximize resource usage, we aim to maximize the conversion
of raw materials (Xi∈IR), making this the appropriate performance metric. The
definition of conversion and the performance metric for reactants is shown in
eq 2.7, where Ci0 is the concentration of reactant i at the reactor inlet (for the
CFR), or at the start of the batch (for the BR), Ci,F is the concentration of
component i at the reactor outlet or at the end of the batch for the CFR or
BR, respectively, and Pi is the performance metric for component i.
Pi = Xi = 1−
Ci,F
Ci0
∀i ∈ IR (2.7)
The performance metric for desirable products is maximizing the yield
(yi∈IPD ), where yield is the ratio of the actual concentration of product to the
maximum possible concentration (Cmaxi ). The definition of yield and the per-
formance metric for desirable products is shown in eq 2.8. The determination
of Cmaxi will be discussed in detail in section 2.5.1.
Pi = yi =
Ci,F
Cmaxi
∀i ∈ IPD (2.8)
Conversely, minimizing waste is equivalent to minimizing the yield of
undesirable products (yi∈IPU (i)), or to maximize its negative. Therefore, the
performance metric for undesirable products is shown in eq 2.9, with yield yi
defined as in eq 2.8.
Pi = −yi ∀i ∈ IPU (i) (2.9)
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2.5.1 Maximum Product Concentrations
I now define a general methodology to obtain the maximum product
concentration Cmaxi∈IP , which is needed to define the yield. The methodology
is summarized in Figure 2.4. In the following discussion, I will refer to the
component i ∈ IP for which we are calculating Cmaxi∈IP (i) as i
′
p. In order to
facilitate the explanation, I will use desirable product i′p = L in Figure 2.3(a)
to demonstrate each step, but the reader should note that the same method
will be used to define maximum concentration for all the members of IP .
Figure 2.4: Methodology to calculate maximum product concentration, Cmaxi .
Step 1: List all the reactions where all reactants are members of IR,
since we know that at least one of these reactions must be the first step in
a sequence of reactions to reach the product i′p. The subset of reactions that
fit this description are listed in subset JR ⊂ J(j). For the scheme of Figure
2.3(a), these reactions are:
1. Reaction 1: A + B → C
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2. Reaction 8: 2I + J → K
3. Reaction 12: 4I → L
Step 2: Select a limiting reactant i′r for each initial reaction j ∈ JR.
Given a BR design that carries out the chemical reaction scheme, the limiting
reactant can be inferred from the initial concentrations of each of the reactants
in the identified initial reactions and the reaction stoichiometry. An important
assumption is that the limiting reactant for the equivalent CFR is the same as
that of the BR, and that the limiting reactant does not change at any point
along the length of the reactor (or the batch time). The limiting reactant
could be the least available raw material or the most expensive. The set of
limiting reactants i′r for each reaction in JR(j) is I
R
j = {i|j ∈ JR}.
Step 3: List all possible pathways leading from each initial reaction
j ∈ JR to i′p ∈ IP . These are listed for the scheme of Figure 2.3(a) and i′p = L
in Table 2.3.
Step 4: For each pathway, write a single, balanced overall reaction
j′p that neglects all intermediates and relates the product of interest to the
limiting reactant of the pathway. These are shown in the final column of
Table 2.3.
Step 5: If any individual pathway was followed, the maximum possible
concentration of the product can be related to the initial concentration of the
limiting reactant for the pathway. Therefore, we need to identify the pathway
that, if followed, will give the maximum concentration of the product. Given
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Table 2.3: Pathways From Raw Materials to Final Product L from Figure 2.3.
Initial Reaction Pathway Overall Reaction
1 A + B → C
(1) A + B → C → D +H−−→ L + M
A + B → L + M(2) A + B → C → D + E−−→ F +H−−→ N → L + M
(3) A + B → C +G−−→ K → L + M
8 2I + J → K (1) 2I + J → K → L + M 2I + J → L + M
12 4I → L (1) 4I → L 4I → L
the initial concentration of the limiting reactant of the pathway Ci′r0 and that
of the current product of interest Ci′p0, then the outlet (or final) concentration











are the stoichiometric coefficients of the limiting reagent and the
product of interest in the overall reaction of that particular pathway. These
initial concentrations may be variables to optimize, or they may be fixed.
If we are given the values for the reference batch system, then we can use
those directly. Otherwise, we must estimate approximate values for the initial
concentrations. After evaluating this function for all possible pathways, we can
find the pathway that will be used to calculate Cmaxi′p by choosing the maximum
one. If multiple pathways give the same value, then intuition should be used
to select the most likely pathway. The evaluation of this function for each
of the possible pathways to make L of Figure 2.3, for given values of the
initial concentrations of the limiting reagents is shown in Table 2.4. From the
given values, the three pathways corresponding to initial reaction 1 give the
maximum value. I will select the first of these pathways as the most likely
pathway.
Step 6: Construct set Mi,i′ assigning a limiting reactant i to each
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Table 2.4: Calculation of CmaxL for desirable product L in the chemical scheme
of Figure 2.3 given values of initial concentrations. From the given values,
CmaxL = 1.01 mol/m
3, the maximum value in the last column.
i′p Ci′p0 [mol/m
3] i′r Ci′r0 [mol/m









I 0.3 -2 1 1 0.160




(i, i′) : i ∈ IRj , i′ ∈ IP
}
(2.10)
Step 7: The maximum concentration Cmaxi′ can be defined as shown in
eq 2.11.
Cmaxi′ = Ci′0 +
(Ci0)
−η′i′i
ηi′i′ ∀(i, i′) ∈Mi,i′ (2.11)






(1) = CL0 + CB0.
2.6 Nondimensional Transport Equations
Since the governing equations for temperature and concentration evo-
lution for the PFR and BR have the same functional form, but with different
independent variables, I will present the analysis for both reactors using a
single equation for temperature and a single equation for concentration. The
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independent variable will be represented by xr, where xr can be time t or po-
sition z for the BR or PFR, respectively. Subscripts t and z will also be added
to all dependent variables to indicate whether I am referring to the BR or the
PFR, respectively.
From eq 2.1, the evolution of reactant concentration in either operating



















where γr is equal to 1 for the BR (γr = γt = 1) and v for the CFR (γr = γz = v).























In order to make the equations for the two reactors directly comparable,














where subscript “ref” indicates a reference value for the variable on which the
subscript appears. The definitions of the constants used as reference values
for each of the variables is summarized in Table 2.5.
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Cit0, ∀i ∈ IR
initial concentration of i Ci,refz
Ciz0, ∀i ∈ IR
inlet concentration of i
Cmaxit , ∀i ∈ IP
maximum possible concentration of i
Cmaxiz , ∀i ∈ IP







Rewriting eqs 2.12 and 2.13 in terms of the non-dimensional variables






















































Having defined appropriate performance metrics and introduced ap-
propriate non-dimensionalization reference values that allow direct compar-
isons between the two reactor types, the two optimization problems that will
be solved in order to answer the questions raised in the problem statement
(section 2.1) may now be introduced. The first question is addressed in op-
timization problem 1; namely, whether switching from batch to continuous is
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feasible. The second question is addressed in optimization problem 2; namely,
whether switching from batch to continuous is desirable. Both problems take
on the form of trajectory optimization (or optimal control) problems, where
the control inputs are the (time-invariant) reactor design variables (dimen-
sions, initial or inlet concentrations and temperature, etc.), and the states are
the non-dimensional concentration and temperature trajectories.
To describe each problem in the following two sections, I begin by pre-
senting the relevant objective function, followed by the applicable constraints.
It should be noted that some of the variables may be assigned fixed values
for the particular case studies, so as to reduce the complexity of the problem.
However, I present the problems in as general a manner as possible, and the
framework is flexible to accept any reactive system under its specific design
constraints.
2.7.1 Optimization Problem 1
2.7.1.1 Objective Function
The first question I address is whether an ideal PFR can be designed
that performs ”equivalently” to a given BR, and if so, what are the design
parameters for the reactor? Having defined performance metrics (eqs 2.7 -
2.9), reactor equivalence can be defined as having two reactors with the same
values of the non-dimensional performance metrics. Therefore, I minimize the
difference in the value of the performance metrics in reactants, desirable and
























Combining the performance metric definitions (eqs 2.7 - 2.9), the non-
dimensionalized concentration definition (eq 2.14) with objective function (2.18)





Ĉiz(ẑ = 1)− Ĉit(t̂ = 1)
)2]
(2.19)
Here, I make two comments: First, this objective function does not
assume equal numerical values for all design parameters. It allows for different
combinations of reference values for the two reactor modes. However, it still
ensures that raw material usage and yield of products from the two reactors
are equal, meaning that the reactors are “equivalent”. Second, in the given
form, an equal weight is assigned to each component towards the total reactor
performance. This may not be a suitable assumption for a particular reac-
tive system being considered. For example, a manufacturer may prioritize one
desirable (or more valuable) product, or there may be systems with large dif-
ferences between the number of reactants, desirable, and undesirable products.
In such situations, each component can be assigned a different weight.
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2.7.1.2 Constraints
For this problem, I assume that the concentration and temperature tra-
jectories for the BR are given. Therefore, the only constraints are those which
govern the CFR. The constraints I consider for the CFR are the trajectory
constraints, constraints that ensure reactor design parameters are reasonable,
and constraints to check the validity of the assumptions made in the model.
These are described below.
Trajectory Constraints
The mass and energy balances govern the trajectories of concentration
and temperature. Therefore, eqs 2.15 and 2.16 written for the case of the CFR
are the trajectory governing constraints, as shown in eqs 2.20 and 2.21. The



































































Finally, eqs 2.23 and 2.24 give the definitions of the reference concen-
trations for the reactants and products, respectively, and eq 2.25 introduces
bounds on the non-dimensional concentration.
Ci,refz = Ciz0 ∀i ∈ IR (2.23)
Cmaxi′ = Ci′0 +
(Ci0)
−η′i′i
ηi′i′ ∀(i, i′) ∈Mi,i′ (2.24)
0 ≤ Ĉiz ≤ 1 (2.25)
Design Constraints
The typical ranges for the microreactor dimensions, flowrates, and resi-
dence time were presented in Table 2.2. Therefore, these ranges will be used in
all problems as bounds for each of the design variables. Several combinatorial
constraints of these variables will appear later as assumption validity checks.
Appropriate constraints on the temperature will depend on the par-
ticular reactions taking place; whether they are endothermic or exothermic.
Therefore, temperature bounds for the utilities (Ts,z) and the temperature (T )
will be assigned as appropriate for every problem. However, I offer a general
restriction on the change of temperature along the length of the reactor, con-
straint 2.26, where 4Tmaxz is the maximum temperature deviation from the
inlet temperature. This is included to avoid large temperature fluctuations
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that would be difficult to control. In addition, this constraint is necessary to
avoid the formation of hotspots, a common problem for reactions that have a
high heat production potential [168].
Tz0−4Tmaxz ≤ T ≤ Tz0 +4Tmaxz ⇒ 1−
4Tmaxz
Tz0




Second, I will assume isoperibolic operation; that is, the available cool-
ing and heating utilities are kept at a constant temperature, Ts,z.
Finally, in order to calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient Uz,
note that Renken et al. [136] have shown that the Nusselt number, Nu, of a
circular pipe with typical microreactor dimensions is roughly constant. Rear-
ranging the correlation given in eq 2.27 gives Uz as a function of the thermal
conductivity λ[J /mK s], a parameter that is tabulated for many solvents,








These constraints are generally applicable. However, additional con-
straints may be included on a case-by-case basis to address specific consider-
ations for the problem at hand.
Assumption Validity Constraints
The model makes several assumptions that may not always be valid.
For this reason, I ensure that the solutions obtained using the framework are
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valid by introducing constraints to verify that the modeling assumptions made
are justified.
First, I assumed there is no turbulence or recirculation eddies. In addi-
tion, radial diffusion was neglected. This assumption is not always valid, and
was discussed in detail by other authors [76, 118]. The Damkohler number
(Da), a non-dimensional number describing the ratio between reaction rate
and diffusion rate, was identified as an indicator of the significance of diffu-
sion. For the effect of diffusion to be negligible compared to reaction (i.e. for
the process to be reaction rate limited), Da < 1. While the number is difficult
to obtain with complete accuracy, Nagy et al. provided a theoretically derived
expression (eq 2.28) that may be used to provide estimates for CFR systems
[118]. In the expression, Fo is the Fourier number, a non-dimensional number
describing the ratio of residence time to transverse diffusion time, and D is
the diffusion coefficient [m2/s]. The parameter χ was introduced to account
for the effect of the chemical reactions. The authors introduced analytical ex-
pressions relating χ to the reactant conversion. However, they stated that in
the majority of their calculations, 2 ≤ χ ≤ 19. Therefore, where an analytical








Second, since turbulence was not accounted for, I have implicitly as-
sumed the flow is laminar. Therefore, I introduce a constraint ensuring the
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Reynold’s number, Re, is within the laminar region. This is shown in eq 2.29,





Third, the assumption of laminar flow implies a parabolic velocity pro-
file across the diameter of the reactor. However, I have assumed plug flow,
which ignores the radial variation. Nagy et al. [118] showed that these two as-
sumptions can be reconciled when the Bodenstein number, a non-dimensional
number measuring the ratio of convection to dispersion, is high. Therefore, the
constraint given by eq 2.30 was added, where β is a parameter that depends
on the channel geometry, and is 48 for cylindrical tubes.




Finally, in the definition of the maximum concentration for each of the
products in the set IP , I made the assumption that a certain reactant was
limiting for the pathway resulting in the maximum possible concentration of
the product. I ensure this assumption remains true by introducing constraint
2.31 which ensures the concentrations of all reactants i′′ in the overall reaction
of the pathway are always above the stoichiometric minimum they need to be
for i′ to maintain its limiting status. In the equation, η′i,i′′ is the stoichiometric
coefficient of all reactants in the overall reaction of the limiting pathway except
that of the limiting reactant i′.
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−η′i,i′Ĉi′zCi′,refz ≤ −η′i,i′′Ĉi′′zCi′′,refz ∀(i, i′) ∈Mi,i′ , η′i,i′′ < 0, i′′ 6= i′ (2.31)
2.7.2 Optimization Problem 2
2.7.2.1 Objective Function
The second question I address concerns providing a quantitative esti-
mate of the maximum possible benefit from making the switch from batch
to continuous-flow, compared to the possibility of changing the operational
conditions of the original BR. The framework allows answering this question
in a straightforward manner by obtaining the maximum possible performance
from the two reactors, and since the performance metrics are non-dimensional,
I can perform direct comparisons. To this end, I maximize objective functions















































The maximum possible value for any of the component performance
metrics Pi is 1. Since the aim is to maximize conversion and yield of desirable
products, the maximum possible value for the sum of the species performance
metrics is the sum of the cardinalities of sets IR and IPD . Therefore, the value
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of the sum after the optimization can be used as a score for the reactor, and
the scores of the two reactors can be directly compared. To make a direct
comparison, I introduce the percent species benefit, BP , as the scoring metric
for the reactor. The metric is defined in eq 2.34. The asterisks in the equation























A perfect reactor has a BP score of 100%, indicating that all reactants are
fully converted to desirable products. Therefore, a higher BP value indicates
closer performance to ideality.
2.7.2.2 Constraints
For the CFR, objective function 2.32 is maximized such that constraints
2.20 - 2.31 are satisfied. As was the case in optimization problem 1, all design
variables are allowed to vary within their bounds to achieve the maximum
percentage species benefit, BP .
For the BR, reactor dimensions are fixed. In addition, the overall heat
transfer coefficient is assumed constant with changing temperature. All other
variables (temperature, concentration, and batch time) are allowed to vary.
Therefore, optimization problem (2.33) is maximized such that trajectory con-
straints 2.20 - 2.25, temperature fluctuation constraint 2.26, and limiting re-
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actant constraint 2.31, all written for the BR, are satisfied.
2.8 Case Studies
In this section, I present two case studies to illustrate the use of the
framework. In both examples, I have assumed solvent properties (viscosity,
diffusion coefficient, thermal conductivity, and specific heat capacity) of wa-
ter at 300 K, given in Table 2.6. The differential variables (non-dimensional
concentrations and temperature) were discretized using a finite-difference ap-
proach on a grid consisting of 1000 nodes, and integrated using the forward
Euler method. In addition to the differential variables, the problems involved
2 × |IR| + 2 scalar variables (Ci∈IR,ref , Ci0∈IR , d, L or tB). The CFR opti-
mization includes v as an additional scalar variable. For the two case studies
presented in this chapter, the initial concentrations of all products (i ∈ IP )
were set to zero. Note that due to the non-convex nature of the problem
and to the strong nonlinearities imposed by the reaction rate expressions, the
solutions obtained were very sensitive to the initial guesses. Nevertheless,
modern NLP solvers are readily capable of handling relatively large problems,
as demonstrated in Case Study 2.
2.8.1 Case Study 1: Single, first-order reaction
In this section, I solve the problem presented in section 2.3 (A →
B) using the framework. The parameters for the reaction rate expression
are as given in Table 2.1 (EA = 107, 691 J/mol, k = 10
14 s−1). Nagy et
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Table 2.6: Transport properties of water at 300 K, used in Case Studies 1 and
2 [104].
Property Value
Density, ρ [kg/m3] 996.5
Viscosity, µ [Pa s] 8.5367× 10−4
Thermal conductivity, λ [W / mK] 0.61032
Specific heat capacity, Cp [J / kg K] 4182
Diffusion coefficient, D [m2 / s] 2.3× 10−9
al. [118] examined this particular system, and gave a theoretically-derived
approximate value of χ = 3. For this problem, IR = {A}, IP = IPD = {B}. I
begin by answering the question of finding an equivalent CFR to the given BR
(optimization problem 1), then proceed by comparing the optimal CFR with
the BR after optimizing the operational conditions (optimization problem 2).
2.8.1.1 Case Study 1, Optimization Problem 1
I perform three runs of optimization problem 1, and present the main
results in Table 2.7. Figure 2.5 shows the non-dimensional (left) and dimen-
sional (right) concentration profiles along the non-dimensional and dimensional
length and time of the CFR and BR, respectively. In run 1, the initial con-
centration for both reactors is fixed at 1 mol/L, as was done in section 2.3.
The obtained non-dimensional profile is identical for both the CFR and the
BR. The selected temperature (330 K) is close to that which was obtained in
section 2.3, and the only difference is caused by the selection of a different
total reactor length (2.97 m, instead of 3.00 m in the motivating example).
The dimensional profiles along length and time in the CFR and BR are also
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identical to those which were given in Figure 2.1(b) of section 2.3. This result
validates the framework and verifies that the non-dimensional representation
of the framework is equivalent to the original, dimensional problem.
Table 2.7: Parameters and optimal variable values for the three runs of case
study 1, optimization problem 1.
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
CAz0 [mol/L] 1.0 2.0 2.0
Tminz [K] 280 280 390
Tmaxz [K] 350 350 450
Tz
∗ [K] 330 330 397.4
L∗ [m] 2.97 2.97 0.1
v∗ [mm/s] 1.2 1.2 30.3
dz
∗ [mm] 2.8 2.8 0.1
In run 2, the initial concentration of the CFR was changed to 2 mol/L
while using the same reference BR. As can be seen in Figure 2.5, The non-
dimensional profile of the CFR is identical to that of the reference BR. How-
ever, the dimensional profiles of the two reactors are different. This result
shows that in the framework developed herein, two ”equivalent” profiles do
not necessitate equal numerical values, but the numerical values obey those
imposed by the specific constraints that are relevant to the CFR. Neverthe-
less, the non-dimensional performance metrics (reactant conversion and de-
sired product yield) are equal for the two reactors rendering them equivalent.
This fact is reinforced by run 3, where the allowable temperature range
for the CFR is changed to higher values (see Table 2.7). As can be seen in Fig-




















































































Figure 2.5: Non-dimensional (left) and dimensional (right) concentration pro-
files for the given BR and CFR found by solution of Optimization Problem
1 for Case Study 1. The non-dimensional profiles for all runs, as well as the
dimensional profiles for run 1 for batch and CFR overlap.
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identical, and the equivalence is achieved by selecting a different operating
temperature, flow velocity, total reactor length and reactor diameter. All the
values are within their allowable limits, and the reasonable design, assumption
validity, and stability constraints are all met. Note that the reaction enthalpy,
4H, for this problem was assumed to be zero. As a result, the initial concen-
tration of reactant A in this problem does not affect the temperature, and in
turn the non-dimensional profiles of reactant and product.
2.8.1.2 Case Study 1, Optimization Problem 2
Optimization problem 2 was solved for both the BR and CFR, and I
present optimal variable values and concentration profiles in Table 2.8 and
Figure 2.6. Multiple global minima exist for both problems, and the pre-
sented solutions constitute one such minimum. The results presented indicate
that by making modifications to the batch duration and operating tempera-
ture, 100% conversion of reactant A to product B can be achieved. Similarly,
solutions exist that would allow complete conversion of the reactant to the
product in the CFR. As such, both reactors obtain a percent species benefit
of BP = 100%. Therefore, for this problem, the results indicate that improved
operations can be achieved for both reactor types, and the operators should
consider both modifying the conditions of the existing batch process or invest-
ing in the development of a novel, continuously operated process. A deeper
economic analysis of the alternatives is therefore necessary.
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Table 2.8: Optimal variable values obtained by solution of Optimization Prob-
lem 2 for Case Study 1.
BR CFR
CAt0 [mol/L] 1.0 CAz0 [mol/L] 2.0
t∗B [hrs] 47.2 L
∗ [m] 0.1







1.0 v∗ [mm/s] 1.0
BPt [%] 100 d
∗
z [mm] 0.5



































Figure 2.6: Non-dimensional (left) and dimensional (right) concentration pro-
files for the optimal BR and optimal CFR found by solution of Optimization
Problem 2 for Case Study 1. The non-dimensional profiles for batch and CFR
overlap.
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2.8.2 Case Study 2: Parallel Exothermic Reactive System
Consider the system of three parallel reactions:
1. A+B → C
2. C → 2E
3. 2A→ D
where product C is desirable. The parameters for the reaction rate expressions
are given in Table 2.9. This problem is more complex in that it involves more
chemical species, and because the reaction is highly exothermic. Contrary to
case study 1, the magnitude of the concentration of reactant species will affect
the evolution of both the concentration and temperature of the system, and
maintaining a controllable temperature fluctuation within the reactor becomes
more difficult.
Table 2.9: Parameters for the reaction rate expressions of Case Study 2.
ki EAi [kJ/mol] 4Hi [kJ/mol]
Reaction 1 6.493× 109 m3 mol−1 s−1 66.275 −500
Reaction 2 2.109× 104 s−1 33.137 0
Reaction 3 1.631× 1014 m3 mol−1 s−1 99.412 0
Following the system characterization procedure presented in section
2.4, JR = {A,B}, JPD = {C}, and JPU = {D,E}. I assume that the con-
centration and temperature profiles of a BR are known, and are as shown in
Figure 2.7. The exothermic reaction (reaction 1) is the only active reaction at
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the start of the batch. This causes an initial rapid increase in temperature.
However, after the concentrations of A and B are depleted, and due to the
presence of a cold surrounding fluid at Tst = 300 K, the temperature reaches a
maximum at Tt = 343 K then decreases to the starting temperature. A total
heat transfer coefficient Ut = 150 W / m
2K is assumed.
From the concentration profiles, it can be seen that reactant B has
a lower initial concentration than A. This makes reactant B the limiting
reactant for products C and E. Reactant A is the limiting reactant for product
D. Therefore, the same limiting reactants are assigned for the CFR in both
optimization problems 1 and 2.
2.8.2.1 Case Study 2, Optimization Problem 1
Optimization problem 1 is solved minimizing the total performance dif-
ference between the two reactors, allowing all design variables of the CFR to
vary. The resulting non-dimensional and dimensional concentration and tem-
perature profiles for both reactors are shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9, respectively.
The parameters of the reference BR and the obtained equivalent CFR are sum-
marized in Table 2.10. As can be seen from the non-dimensional concentration
profiles, a comparison of the batch and CFRs reveals that the final reactant
conversion and product yields for all species are within 5% of each other. This
is despite the fact that the magnitudes of the concentration of all species are
different, as can be seen from the dimensional concentration profiles. In addi-
tion, all constraints on the CFR dimensions are satisfied. This result validates
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Figure 2.7: Given batch concentration (black, left ordinate) and temperature
(blue, right ordinate) evolution through time for case study 2.
the utility of this approach in determining the feasibility of making a batch to
continuous switch, even for complex reactive systems.

















A 2.000 0.911 2.000 0.544 3.229 1.456 3.229 0.549
B 1.000 0.396 1.000 0.604 1.632 0.692 1.632 0.576
C 0.000 0.498 1.000 0.498 0.000 0.855 1.632 0.524
D 0.000 0.243 1.000 -0.243 0.000 0.416 1.615 -0.258
E 0.000 0.211 2.000 -0.105 0.000 0.172 3.265 -0.0528
BP [%] 43.267 44.606
d [mm] 500.000 3.640
tB [hrs] 2.000 -
L [m] - 3.000





















































Figure 2.8: Non-dimensional (top) and dimensional (bottom) time and spa-
tial concentration profiles for the given batch and equivalent CFR found by


























Figure 2.9: Non-dimensional (left) and dimensional (right) time and spatial
temperature profiles for the given batch and equivalent CFR found by solution
of Optimization Problem 1 for Case Study 2.
The temperature profiles (Figure 2.9) of the BR and CFR are vastly
different, and are both respectively representative of their reactor class. The
excellent heat dissipation of microreactors ensures that the reaction heat does
not accumulate within the reactor, resulting in an almost constant temperature
along the reactor length. The numbering up (instead of scaling up) concept
that is used for scaling out microreactors to meet industrial demands means
that this statement is true for all scales.
On the contrary, conventional BRs are expected to have much slower
heat transfer rates, as reflected in the lower heat transfer coefficient. Therefore,
the temperature variation is much higher. It should be noted that the con-
stant wall temperature assumption is scarcely representative of industrial scale
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BRs, the size of which hinders tight control over wall temperatures. In ad-
dition, making the well-mixed assumption and neglecting position-dependent
temperature variation within the reactor is a less reasonable assumption for
the large batch vessels compared to the intensified CFRs.
Furthermore, the excellent heat management within the CFR enables
the use of a more concentrated reactant mixture of A and B than the reference
BR. The higher concentration further promotes lower reactor volumes or the
higher throughput of the continuous-flow regime, and will therefore contribute
towards reducing both capital and operating investments. The difference in
operating costs associated with labor and reactor clean-up for the BR was
also neglected in the work presented in this chapter. Including this difference
would have further weakened the BR position.
Considering all the aforementioned points, the proposed framework is
optimistic for the BR, and rather conservative for the CFR, despite its simplic-
ity. The framework becomes more optimistic for the BR with increasing scale,
since the modeling assumptions are less accurate for “scaling up” (batch) than
“scaling out” (CFR). This is true of all problems assessed using our framework.
2.8.2.2 Case Study 2, Optimization Problem 2
Optimization problem 2 was solved for this case study, and the results
are presented in Table 2.11 and Figs. 2.10-2.11. Maximizing the total perfor-
mance of the BR allowing the temperature, batch time, and initial reactant
concentration to vary resulted in an increase in performance (as quantified
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by BPt) by 8.5%. This is achieved by increasing the initial concentration of
reactant A to its upper bound in order to maximize the rate of the desired
reaction. This increase is accompanied by a necessary decrease in the initial
concentration of reactant B so that the maximum temperature attained is less
than the upper bound on the temperature fluctuation, 4Tmaxt , that was im-
posed in the problem. An increase in 4Tmaxt would directly correlate with a
further increase in total BR performance. However, the improvement comes at
a cost of a less controllable system due to the larger temperature fluctuation.

















A 10.000 6.238 10.000 0.376 10.000 1.220 10.000 0.878
B 1.000 0.177 1.000 0.823 6.381 1.220 6.383 0.809
C 0.000 0.735 1.000 0.735 0.000 4.506 6.383 0.706
D 0.000 1.469 5.000 -0.294 0.000 1.808 5.000 -0.362
E 0.000 0.176 2.000 -0.088 0.000 1.316 12.766 -0.103
BP [%] 51.738 64.268
d [mm] 500.000 4.607
tB [hrs] 2.201 -
L [m] - 3.000
v [mm/s] - 1.000
Solving optimization problem 2 for the CFR results in an increase of
19.7% in total reactor performance. The better heat dissipation of the CFR
means that the initial concentrations of reactants A and B take on their max-
imum allowable values without fear of hot spot formation or an uncontrollable
temperature. The maximum concentration of reactant B is dictated by the
decision to assign reactant B the limiting reactant status for reaction 1. Since

















































Figure 2.10: Non-dimensional (top) and dimensional (bottom) time and spa-
tial concentration profiles for the optimal batch and optimal CFR found by





























Figure 2.11: Non-dimensional (left) and dimensional (right) time and spatial
temperature profiles for the optimal BR and optimal CFR found by solution
of Optimization Problem 2 for Case Study 2.
maximum allowable initial concentration of B is bounded by the extent of
reaction 3. This, in turn, means that the maximum reactor performance is
bounded by the extent of reaction 3, and the upper bound on reactant con-
centrations. Changing the initial concentrations of the reactants to achieve a
better performance is a much easier task than designing better control algo-
rithms. This example therefore clearly highlights the utility of the framework
in quantifying the value of the well known superior heat management advan-
tage of microreactors compared to conventional BR vessels.
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2.9 Summary
In this chapter, I have introduced a general framework that facilitates
the comparison between the performance of an existing BR to a potential
CFR, and can serve to guide the business decision of whether to invest in a
transition between the two reactors or to consider the optimization of an ex-
isting batch unit. The methodology involves (1) characterizing the chemical
species within the reaction mixture, and assigning roles to each species (reac-
tant, desirable product, or undesirable product); (2) Defining a species-based,
non-dimensional performance metric to quantify the ability of the reactor to
deliver a system where each species achieves its chemical role (i.e. the ability
of a reactant to fully react, a desired product to form, or an undesired product
to not form); (3) writing non-dimensional energy and mass balances to model
the evolution of the reactive system through time or space; (4) constructing
and solving an optimization problem to answer the question of the feasibility
of the switch by finding out whether there exists a feasible CFR that may de-
liver equivalent performance to an existing BR while satisfying all the design
constraints that are specific to CFRs; (5) constructing and solving an opti-
mization problem to quantify the potential benefit that may be gained from
designing a new CFR compared to optimizing the operational conditions of
an existing BR. The framework was successfully demonstrated using two case
studies.
As anticipated, using the framework on a non-exothermic, simple case
study such as case study 1 shows that there is no clear benefit in making
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the batch to continuous switch. However, applying the framework on the
more realistic, highly exothermic case study 2 with multiple parallel reactions
showed that the switch from batch to continuous can yield a 12% improvement
in total reactor performance score. This is an agreement with literature studies
that conclude that for highly exothermic reactions, CFRs can provide major
advantages. Case study 2 also highlights the generality of the framework in
admitting relatively complex reaction schemes without the need to perform
detailed modeling and simulations.
2.10 Nomenclature
Sets
I = {i : i1, . . . , iNI} Set of chemical species.
IP (i) Subset of chemical species that are products.
IPD(i) Subset of chemical species that are desirable products.
IPU (i) Subset of chemical species that are undesirable products.
IR(i) Subset of chemical species that are reactants.
IRj (i) Limiting reactant for reaction j, where j ∈ JR.
J = {j : j1, . . . , jNJ} Set of chemical reactions.
JR(j) Subset of chemical reactions where all reactants are members of IR.
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Parameters
Cp Specific heat capacity of the mixture [J/kg K].
D Solvent diffusion coefficient [m2/s].
EAj Activation energy for reaction j.
R Universal gas constant.
gij Reaction order of component i in reaction j.
kj Pre-exponential factor for reaction j.
4Hj Enthalpy change of reaction j [J/mol].
γr Parameter to indicate whether equation is written for batch (γt = 1) or
continuous flow (γz = v) operating mode.
λ Thermal conductivity of solvent [J /mK s].
µ Solvent viscosity [kg / m s].
ηij Stoichiometric coefficient of component i in reaction j.
ρ Mixture mass density [kg/m3].




Ci Molar concentration of species i [mol/m
3].
Ci,F concentration of component i at the reactor outlet or at the end of the
batch for the flow reactor or batch reactor, respectively [mol/m3s].
Cmaxi Maximum possible concentration of product i ∈ IP [mol/m
3s].
d Reactor internal diameter [m].
Da Damkohler number.
Pi Performance metric for chemical species i.
rj Reaction rate expression for reaction j [mol/m
3s].
Ri Sum of rates of generation and consumption of species i [mol/m
3s].
T Temperature [K].
Ts Temperature of the heating/cooling agent [K].
U Overall heat transfer coefficient [J/m2 K s].
v Flow velocity [m/s].
Xi Conversion of reactant i ∈ IR(i).
yi Yield of product i ∈ IP (i).
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Chapter 3
Batch to Continuous: Economics-Based
Optimization For Reactor Networks
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter1, I extend the framework presented in the previous
chapter to offer a more complete framework that combines the problems of
batch and continuous optimal reactor design with the problems of optimizing
process economics, and optimal reactor network synthesis.
3.1.1 Extensions to the Batch/Continuous Reactor Optimization
Framework
The strength of the approach presented in Chapter 2 was illustrated in
its ability to make quick comparisons between the performances of the opti-
mal reactors of the two operating modes due to the generalized, dimensionless
performance metrics used in the objective functions. To the author’s knowl-
edge, the approach presented in the previous chapter was the first to generalize
the batch to continuous reactor feasibility problem and to give a systematic
1The contents of this chapter are largely based on the following publication: [46]
Joseph G. Costandy, Thomas F. Edgar, and Michael Baldea. A Unified Reactor Network
Synthesis Framework for Simultaneous Consideration of Batch and Continuous-Flow Reac-
tor Alternatives. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research, 60:7232–7256, 2021. J. C.
is the primary author of the manuscript.
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procedure for determining whether the switch is feasible and desirable for any
chemical system (i.e., not specific to a particular set of chemical species) [44].
Nevertheless, there were several limitations to the methodology pre-
sented in Chapter 2, which are addressed in this chapter:
1. The methodology employed in Chapter 2 necessitated the solution of
two optimization problems: one for the batch reactor (BR) and one
for the continuous-flow reactor (CFR). Ultimately, I aim to arrive at a
framework that utilizes a single optimization problem to simultaneously
provide answers to the questions of optimal operating mode as well as
optimal reactor design. This is provided in this chapter.
2. The methodology employed in Chapter 2 only considered the plug-flow
reactor (PFR) for the continuous-flow operating mode and the BR for
the batch operating mode. In this chapter, the continuously stirred
tank reactor (CSTR) and the semi-batch reactor (SBR) are included in
addition to the PFR and BR for the continuous-flow and batch operating
modes, respectively, completing the set of all possible ideal reactors for
the two operating modes.
3. The methodology employed in Chapter 2 defined performance metrics
in terms of product yield and reactant conversion only, without explic-
itly accounting for economics. As was discussed in Chapter 1.1, the
evaluation of economics must account for the difference in the nature of
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the operations between the two operating modes (e.g., batch time in-
cludes time for loading and unloading the reactor and clean-up between
batches, the use of the batch reactors for the manufacture of other prod-
ucts after demand for the product of interest has been met, etc.). These
considerations are included in this chapter.
4. The methodology employed in Chapter 2 only considered the use of a
single reactor for each operating mode. In many cases, networks of inter-
connected reactors substantially increase the overall performance. For
example, Fonseca et al. illustrated that, for the transesterification of
vegetable oils, many CSTRs in series are necessary to achieve the same
performance of a single BR [66]. Therefore, in this chapter, a more com-
plete framework is presented that not only selects the optimal operating
mode but also optimizes the number and type of reactors within the
selected operating mode.
3.1.2 A Brief Overview of Reactor Network Synthesis
The problem of reactor network synthesis has received much attention,
and many frameworks exist to address the problem. The majority of the
work in the literature, however, addresses only the problem of continuous-
flow reactor networks. After selecting the continuous-flow operating mode,
the attainable region method [2, 7, 53, 61, 62, 71, 84, 85, 86, 87, 96, 133],
superstructure optimization [3, 4, 5, 15, 16, 42, 59, 99, 100, 101, 102, 143,
145, 156], stochastic optimization [110, 111], and dynamic optimization [18,
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19, 58, 67, 80, 88, 94, 95, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 172, 173, 174]
have been used to arrive at the optimal reactor network and/or the optimal
process. Note that some of the referenced literature merges several of the
aforementioned categories and may focus only on the reactor or on the full
process synthesis problem. Dedicated literature reviews on reactor network
and process synthesis are available in the recent literature [41, 64, 155, 157].
Unlike the previously referenced works that focus on the continuous-
flow operating mode, there are few works that introduce strategies for batch
reactor network optimization. The methodologies exploit the similarity be-
tween the BR and the PFR and apply design approaches that were previously
developed for the continuous-flow operating mode to design networks of PFRs
and CSTRs and then interpret the flow profiles in the context of a BR or
a SBR [14, 115, 166, 179]. These works provide the tool for addressing the
reactor network design problem for batch or continuous-flow. A framework
that simultaneously considers the two operating modes in a single optimization
problem has not, to my knowledge, been reported prior to this work.
3.1.3 Goals and Outline
The product of this chapter is a framework that consists of a single
optimization problem (given in eq 3.1), the solution of which provides the
optimal operating mode (batch/continuous), optimal reactor network config-
uration (number and type of each reactor within a network), and the optimal
design (reactor volume) of each reactor for the manufacture of a given product,
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where optimality is defined based on an economic metric, and the impacts of
the differences in the nature of the operating modes are accounted for.
max Profit
s.t. Reactor profiles (sections 3.3− 3.4)
Logical conditions (section 3.5)
Process economics (section 3.6)
(3.1)
After stating the problem (section 3.2), I begin by describing a single
reactor module and illustrating how this reactor module may be used to repre-
sent the different reactor types within the two operating modes (section 3.3).
Next, I show how the single reactor module may be considered a unit within
a wider network of reactors in series. To this end, I introduce orthogonal col-
location on finite elements on reactor elements (OCFERE) as an extension of
the orthogonal collocation on finite elements (OCFE) method where reactors
in series naturally appear as an added layer of elements (section 3.4). Next,
I introduce a series of logical constraints that allow the automatic considera-
tion of the differences in the operations of the two operating modes and the
considered reactor types (section 3.5). Next, I introduce the equations used
to calculate the economic performance of the reactor network, taking into ac-
count the differences in the economics between the operating modes (section
3.6). Finally, I illustrate the utility of the framework on a case study for the
van de Vusse reaction system (section 3.7). The notation used in the chapter
is summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Notation followed in the model description
Notation Type Example
Sets
upper-case Latin letters set names P
lower-case Latin letters set indices p0
superscripts (on variables) time-related set indices xp0
subscripts (on variables) superstructure-related set indices xj1
Parameters
Greek letters model parameters α
overbars and underbars on Latin
letters
non-zero upper and lower bounds X, X
Variables
boldface, lower-case Latin letter
y
binary variables yrU
boldface, upper-case Greek letter
Λ
integer variables ΛB
boldface, lower-case Latin letters time-varying variables (within
reactor)
xp,q,r








1. A system of chemical reactions J = {j : j1, . . . , jNJ} involving a set of
chemical species I = {i : i1, . . . , iNI}.
• Each reaction j has a known reaction rate expression rj(t) = gj (ci(t))
where gj is a known function of chemical species concentrations
ci(t).
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• Each chemical species i belongs to one of three sets: IR(i) of reac-
tants, IPD(i) of desirable products, or IPU (i) of undesirable prod-
ucts. A mixed stream containing the members of IR(i) at concentra-
tions C feedi is available and can be purchased at cost ζ
raw
i [$/kmol].
Species that belong to IPD(i) are the process products and are sold
at ζsalei [$/kmol]. Impurities in the product stream (members of
IR(i) or IPU (i)) are subjected to a product treatment that costs
ζtreati [$/kmol].
• There is a maximum demand of δi [kmol/yr] of species i ∈ IPD .
• Note that the energy balance and the effect of temperature may also
be included but has been neglected in this chapter for simplicity.
2. A set of operating modes M = {m : mB,mC} denoting the two operating
modes, batch (mB) and continuous-flow (mC).
• Each operating mode has an appropriate model for calculating the
annual revenues, Θm, and annualized costs, Ξm. These models
account for the differences in the nature of the operations of the
two operating modes (e.g., reactor clean-up between batches) and
are discussed in detail in section 3.6.
3. A set of reactor types T = {t : tPFR, tCSTR, tBR, tSBR}, where PFRs,
CSTRs, BRs, and SBRs are the four types I consider in this work. The
flow diagrams of the options considered are shown in Figure 3.1.
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• Storage tanks are available if needed for operating a SBR (see Figure





4. A map of reactor type to operating mode MT (m, t) = {(mC , tPFR),
(mC , tCSTR), (mB, tBR), (mB, tSBR)}, where the existence of the member
(m, t) means that reactor type t belongs to operating mode m.
Determine:
1. The optimal operating mode, where optimality is achieved by maximiz-
ing annual net profits.
2. The optimal reactor network configuration, including the number and
types of all reactors connected in series that will be employed in a single
plant.
3. The volume and residence time of each of the reactors that will be em-
ployed, as well as the optimal concentration profiles.
3.3 Unified Batch/Continuous Superstructure Repre-
sentation for Single Reactor Module
In order to develop a reactor network superstructure that encompasses
























Figure 3.1: Reactor types considered in this work.
tion by focusing on a single reactor module. The goal of this section is to
demonstrate the utility of the chosen reactor module in representing all the
considered reactor types within the two operating modes. The representation
of a reactor network will be achieved by connecting multiple single reactor
modules in series and will be discussed in section 3.4.
The superstructure of units used to represent a single reactor is shown in
Figure 3.2. The single reactor module involves a set U = {u : uf , us1 , us2 , us3 ,
um1 , um2 , um3 , ur, ue} of units. These units are connected, and the map of
unit-unit connections is Uu(u, u
′) = { (uf , us1), [(u, u′), (u ∈ Us, u′ ∈ Um)],
(um1 , ur), (um2 , ur), (ur, us2), (ur, us3), (um3 , ue) }. The units uf and ue are
the feed and the effluent units of the reactor. Between the two, there is a
network involving stream splitters Us(u) = {us1 , us2 , us3}, mixers Um(u) =
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Figure 3.2: Single reactor used to represent all reactor types in all operating
modes.
{um1 , um2 , um3}, and the reactor Ur = {ur}. The reactor takes on the ”dif-
ferential sidestream reactor” (DSR) configuration, which is defined by the
availability of the option to admit or expel material as the reaction progresses
into the parallel streams labeled “IN” and “OUT”, respectively.
Within a single reactor module, there are two types of variables. The
first, denoted by x (t) in Figure 3.2, are variables that vary with time within
the reactor. The second, denoted Xru,u′ in Figure 3.2, are variables that take
on a single value for the reactor module. The actual variable identities depend
on the operating mode. For example, whereas volumetric flow rate can be
used to describe material transport from one unit to the next in the case of
the continuous-flow operating mode, absolute volume is the appropriate metric
for the batch operating mode. This fact will be demonstrated in the following
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two subsections (3.3.1 and 3.3.2), where the material balances for each of the
two operating modes will be derived. In section 3.3.3, I show how variables are
normalized in order to achieve a system of equations that describes a reactor
of either operating mode.
Several modeling assumptions are made for the derivation of the equa-
tions for both operating modes:
• Cylindrical reactor geometry
• Homogeneous, incompressible liquid-phase systems
• Negligible pressure drop and no effect of gravitational acceleration
• Negligible dispersion effects
• Perfect mixing
• Constant solvent properties (specific heat capacity, diffusion coefficient,
viscosity, and thermal conductivity)
• Isothermal operation
• Ideal splitters and mixers
The aforementioned assumptions are made to simplify the presentation
of the framework. Nevertheless, the framework can be extended to accom-
modate systems where the assumptions must be relaxed, and any reactor,
splitter, and mixer models may be employed instead of those I present herein
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to accommodate the specific chemical reaction scheme of interest in any case
study.
3.3.1 Continuous-Flow Single Reactor Module
In the continuous-flow operating mode, constant transport of material
from one unit to the next is occurring. For steady-state operation, this means
that a constant molar flowrate is present between any two adjacent units.
Therefore, after applying the constant density assumption, the overall mass













′ ∈ (Us ∪ Um ∪ Ur) (3.2)
The component balances for the ideal splitters and mixers are given by




is the molar concentration
of species i in the stream connecting units u and u′ [kmol/m3], and an upper
bound on concentration is obtained using the known reaction stoichiometry
(see section 2.5.1 for the detailed algorithm used to calculate Ci).
Ci,u,u′ = Ci,u′,u′′ u







Fu′,u′′ ·Ci,u′,u′′ u′ ∈ Um, ∀i ∈ I (3.4)
To model the reactor unit, overall and component material balances
on a differential element of the reactor are performed as shown in Figure
3.3. The independent variables over which the element is defined may be
position (as was the case in the analysis presented in Chapter 2), volume or
time (τ), and the three can be related using the volumetric flowrate and/or
the cross-sectional area of the reactor. For consistency with the batch case,
time is used as the independent variable for the differential element in this
chapter, but note that the three variables are interchangeable, and several
works have used volume or position as the independent variable for writing
the material balance for a DSR (see, for example, Schweiger and Floudas
[145]). The variables whose values may change with residence time are the




, the concentration of




, the volumetric flowrate in the













. Additionally, the concentration of species i in the “IN”
stream can be allowed to vary with time for added design flexibility but has
















𝐟 𝜏 + Τ𝑑𝐟 𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜏
𝐜𝑖(𝜏) + Τ𝑑𝐜𝑖 𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜏
𝐟𝐈𝐍(𝜏)
𝐂𝐈𝐍,𝑖





𝐟𝐎𝐔𝐓 𝜏 + Τ𝑑𝐟𝐎𝐔𝐓 𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜏
𝐜𝐎𝐔𝐓,𝑖 𝜏 + Τ𝑑𝐜𝐎𝐔𝐓,𝑖 𝑑𝜏 𝑑𝜏
− Τ𝑑𝐜𝐎𝐔𝐓,𝑖 𝑑𝜏− Τ𝑑𝐟𝐎𝐔𝐓 𝑑𝜏
Figure 3.3: CFR mass balance on reactor differential element.
change in f , fIN and fOUT. The differential change in flowrate in the “IN” and
“OUT” streams (ḟIN and ḟOUT) are design variables whose values depend on
the chosen reactor type. The component material balances yield eqs 3.8 and
3.9 for the differential change in ci and cOUT,i. The initial and final conditions
for each of the differential variables are given by eqs 3.10 and 3.11, respectively,



































(ci − cOUT,i) ∀i ∈ I (3.9)
f(τ = 0) = Fum2 ,ur , fIN(τ = 0) = Fum1 ,ur , fOUT(τ = 0) = 0,
ci(τ = 0) = Ci,um2 ,ur , cOUT,i(τ = 0) = Ci,um2 ,ur , CIN,i = Ci,um1 ,ur ∀i ∈ I
(3.10)
f(τ = Ω) = Fur,us2 , fIN(τ = Ω) = 0, fOUT(τ = Ω) = Fur,us3 ,
ci(τ = Ω) = Ci,ur,us2 , cOUT,i(τ = Ω) = Ci,ur,us3 ∀i ∈ I
(3.11)
3.3.2 Batch Single Reactor Module
In the batch operating mode, material is loaded into the reactor, brought
to the reaction conditions, the reaction proceeds, and finally the material
is unloaded. The independent variable is now real-time (t), as opposed to
residence-time (τ) as in the continuous-flow case. Nevertheless, the overall
and component material balances on a differential element in real-time (dt
instead of dτ in Figure 3.3) for a well-mixed batch reactor yield an identical
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system of equations to that for the continuous-flow case (eqs 3.5 - 3.11), with
volume (V or v) replacing volumetric flowrate (F or f). The material balances
for the two operating modes are summarized in Table 3.2.

















′ ∈ (Us ∪ Um ∪ Ur)
Component balance
Ci,u,u′ = Ci,u′,u′′ , (eq 3.3) Ci,u,u′ = Ci,u′,u′′
u′ ∈ Us, (u, u′) ∈ Uu,














































= v̇OUTstream volume variation





















ηi,j · rj ∀i ∈ Iconcentration variation
(eq 3.8)



















While the system of equations for the two operating modes is identical,
there are differences in the nature of the operating modes that must be ac-
counted for in order to achieve an accurate assessment of the performance of
the reactor (e.g., time for batch operations, the potential need for additional
storage units in the batch operating mode, the different bounds on reactor
volumes for the two operating modes, the physical meaning of the recycle
stream in the two operating modes, the potential for use of the batch plant
infrastructure for the manufacture of multiple products, and the differences in
the economic parameters associated with the two operating modes such as the
need for more labor in the batch operating mode). The detailed discussion
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of these differences and the methodologies I employed to account for these
differences is provided in sections 3.5 and 3.6.
3.3.3 Nondimensional Representation of Reactors
In this section, the systems of ODEs shown in Table 3.2 are merged
into a single system of equations that can be used as constraints in an opti-
mization problem, the solution of which provides the optimal operating mode
and reactor design. To achieve this, the system of equations for the CFR (left-
hand side of Table 3.2) are non-dimensionalized using definitions (eq 3.12),











































Similarly, the system of equations for the batch reactor (right-hand side
of Table 3.2) are non-dimensionalized using definitions (eq 3.13), where Ω is
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the (variable) total batch time for the reactor, and the same dimensionless










































The goal of eliminating dimensions from the equations is that the
bounds on all variables can lie between 0 and 1, regardless of the operat-
ing mode. Note that the value of the upper bound on volume, V [m3], used
to non-dimensionalize the batch equations may differ from the CFR case. In
addition, the volume bounds of the different reactor types may be different




). In order to pre-
serve the bounds on all variables, regardless of operating mode, between 0
and 1, the upper bound on reactor volume is set to be the maximum allowed









the definitions (eqs 3.12 and 3.13) to the systems shown in Table 3.2 yields the
following, unified system of equations (eqs 3.14 - 3.21), with initial and final
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′ ∈ (Us ∪ Um ∪ Ur) (3.14)
∑
u∈Uu
F̂u,u′ · Ĉri,u,u′ =
∑
u′′∈Uu
F̂u′,u′′ · Ĉi,u′,u′′ u′ ∈ Um, ∀i ∈ I (3.15)
Ĉi,u,u′ = Ĉi,u′,u′′ u








































(ĉi − ĉOUT,i) ∀i ∈ I (3.21)
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v̂(τ̂ = 0) = F̂um2 ,ur , v̂IN(τ̂ = 0) = F̂um1 ,ur , v̂OUT(τ̂ = 0) = 0,
ĉi(τ̂ = 0) = Ĉi,um2 ,ur , ĉOUT,i(τ̂ = 0) = Ĉi,um2 ,ur , ĈIN,i = Ĉi,um1 ,ur ∀i ∈ I
(3.22)
v̂(τ̂ = 1) = F̂ur,us2 , v̂IN(τ̂ = 1) = 0, v̂OUT(τ̂ = 1) = F̂ur,us3 ,
ĉi(τ̂ = 1) = Ĉi,ur,us2 , ĉOUT,i(τ̂ = 1) = Ĉi,ur,us3 ∀i ∈ I
(3.23)
3.3.4 Review of Orthogonal Collocation on Finite Elements
An optimization problem subject to the system of ODEs given by eqs
3.17 - 3.21 is an infinite dimensional optimal control problem. To make the
solution of this problem possible, one method is the conversion of the infinite
dimensional problem to a finite dimensional problem that may be solved with
standard NLP solvers. The conversion is typically performed using finite differ-
ence methods or may be performed using the orthogonal collocation on finite
elements (OCFE) approach. The latter is the approach used in this work, and
a derivation of the methodology that points out key features that allow it to
be an ideal approach for the problem addressed in this work is provided in this
section. For a more in-depth discussion of the method, the reader is directed
to the work of Bhatia and Biegler [27].
Let z = [v̂, v̂IN, v̂OUT, ĉi, ĉOUT,i], and u = [ŵIN, ŵOUT]. Then, eqs
3.17 - 3.23 give an ODE system of the form given in eq 3.24:
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where z ∈ Rn=3+2NI is a vector of states, and u ∈ Rm=2 is a vector of time-
varying inputs. To approximate the integral of eq 3.24, assume that the state











where z̃(t) is the approximate solution of the ODE, P = {p : p0, . . . , pNP } is
a set of collocation points along the domain t of z(t), αp denotes the location
of collocation point p on the domain that we have selected, with αp0 = t0,
NP is the number of collocation points (not including α
p0), and the notation
p′ = p0, p denotes p
′ starting from p0 and p 6= p′.










The use of shifted Lagrange polynomials guarantees that the coefficient
zp of the polynomial φp(αp) is exactly equal to z(αp). Therefore, the approx-
imation is exact at the collocation points and the residual of the differential







φ̇p′(αp)− Φ(zp, up, αp) = 0 p = p1, · · · , pNP (3.27)
Equation 3.27 gives n × NP equations in NP (n + m) unknowns (zp ∈
Rn×NP and up ∈ Rm×NP ). Note that z0 may or may not be given in the
problem as an initial condition, potentially adding n unknowns if it is consid-
ered variable. Therefore, if eq 3.24 was a constraint to an infinite-dimensional
optimal control problem, the problem can be converted to a finite NLP by
replacing eq 3.24 with eq 3.27 and solving the problem using standard NLP
solvers.
A key point is that the orthogonal properties obtained are preserved
only when the domain of the ODE is [0, 1]. Therefore, a prerequisite to the
use of this method is that the original domain of the problem is mapped to
a new time domain t̂ ∈ [0, 1], where t̂ represents the normalized time. The
two time domains for a domain of real-time t ∈ [t0, tF ] and two collocation
points (NP = 2) are shown in Figure 3.4a. Real time can be obtained from
the normalized time using:





In order to make the solution of eq 3.24 more accurate, more colloca-
tion points may be used, or the domain may be further discretized into finite
elements and orthogonal collocation applied within each element. The second
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(a) Time mapping for orthogonal collocation.
(b) Time mapping for orthogonal collocation on finite elements.
Figure 3.4: Mapped time scales for the OC (a) and OCFE methods.
method offers the advantage of dealing with poorly behaved systems and is
therefore more commonly used.
To apply the orthogonal collocation method to finite elements, the set
Q =
{
q : q1, . . . , qNQ
}
of finite elements is introduced, and the normalized
domain t̂ is discretized into NQ finite elements q, with each finite element
beginning at normalized time t̂ = βq, ending at t̂ = βq+1, and with βq1 = 0.
The values of βq are parameters, and elements of equal length 1/NQ are used
in this work.
As was mentioned above, the orthogonal properties that allow the use
of the residual equations of eq 3.27 are only valid for the domain [0, 1]. Since
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the goal is to fit a polynomial within each element, a new time domain t̃q is
introduced within each element q such that the domain of the finite element
becomes t̃q ∈ [0, 1]. The two subdomains for a domain of real-time t ∈ [t0, tF ]
with three finite elements, and two internal collocation points are shown in
Figure 3.4b. To simplify the figure, only the subdomain for the first finite ele-
ment t̃q1 is shown, but the reader should infer that two remaining subdomains
t̃q2 and t̃q3 also exist.
The normalized time t̂ can be obtained from the time along the sub-
domain t̃q using eq 3.29. Of particular interest is the time of each of the
collocation points, since those are the times for which the remainder equation
(eq 3.27) is written. There is a total of (NP +1)×NQ collocation points. Since
the collocation point locations are measured relative to the subdomains t̃q, the
position of each collocation point values of αp,q are the same for all the subdo-
mains (i.e. αp,q = αp, p = p0, · · · , pNP , q = q1, · · · , qNQ). Denoting each point
in order starting from t0 to t(NQ−1)(NP+1)+NP , as shown on the main domain
t of Figure 3.4b, the normalized time at each collocation point can be found
using eq 3.30, where αp is the time along the subdomain of finite element q,
t̃q, of collocation point p, and βq is the time along the normalized domain t̂ of
the beginning of finite element q. For example, the first collocation point (p1)
in the third finite element (q3) will be at t̂
7 = βq3 + αp1(βq4 − βq3), which can
be seen in Figure 3.4b. Then, the corresponding real-time t along the main
domain can be found using eq 3.31.
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∀q ∈ Q, ∀p ∈ P (3.30)




∀q ∈ Q, ∀p ∈ P (3.31)
Denoting the value of state z at collocation point p of element q as
zp,q, the solution of the ODE system can be approximated by extending the
orthogonal collocation method (eq 3.25) to the case of finite elements using eq
3.32. The residual may then be calculated at each collocation point p inside















′,q(t̂p,q)− Φ(zp,q, up,q, t̂p,q) = 0 ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, · · · , pNP
(3.33)
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Combining eq 3.29 with the definition of φp,q from eq 3.32, the derivative
dφp
′,q(t̂)/dt̂ can be given as a function of the derivative with respect to the











∀q ∈ Q, p′ = p1, · · · , pNP , p = p1, · · · , pNP
(3.34)
where tabulated values of the derivatives for the orthogonal collocation method
can be directly applied. Noting that the point t̂p,q coincides with the point








(t̃q = αp)−Φ(zp,q, up,q, t̂p,q) = 0 ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, · · · , pNP
(3.35)
To ensure continuity of the states z(t̂) at the boundaries of the finite
elements, additional conditions can be added equating the solutions at the
end of each finite element (q) with the initial value of the subsequent element




zp,(q−1)φp(t̃(q−1) = 1) q = q2, · · · , qNQ (3.36)
Equations 3.35 and 3.36 may be written for the concentration and vol-
ume profiles of a single batch reactor or CFR, with Φ(zp,q, up,q, t̂p,q) given in
eqs 3.17 - 3.21, and initial condition z0 given by eq 3.22. The final conditions
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of the reactor (eq 3.23) can be obtained by writing eq 3.36 for q = qNQ+1, and
equating the resulting expression for z
p0,q(NQ+1) to the states at t̂ = 1 in eq 3.23.
The remaining variables to optimize are the flowrates and concentrations of
each stream in the outer superstructure, F̂u,u′ and Ĉ
r
i,u,u′ , which are related to
each other and to the reactor through eqs 3.14 - 3.16.
This concludes the derivation of the system to solve for obtaining the
profiles along a single reactor using the OCFE method. While the additional
time subdomains for finite element discretization enabled the solution of the
differential equation system more accurately, it offered a secondary advantage
in that it created a natural separation along the time domain between different
portions of the overall time horizon. The full time horizon could then be
solved simultaneously, but each finite element had its own polynomial fit that
was only connected to the preceding and following time subdomains at the
boundary. This fact is exploited in section 3.4 for the extension of the approach
to accommodate multiple reactors in series.
3.4 Unified Batch/Continuous Superstructure for Re-
actor Networks
Figure 3.5 shows the series connection of NR individual reactor modules
(of the type shown in Figure 3.2). Let R = {r : r1, . . . , rNR} be the set of
reactor modules.
Connectivity between the reactors is enforced using constraints (eqs
3.37 and 3.38), where superscript r denotes the values of the variable in the
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Figure 3.5: Reactor superstructure showing connection of NR individual reac-
tor elements (of those shown in Figure 3.2).
rth reactor:
F̂ruf ,us1 = F̂
r−1
um3 ,ue
r = r2, . . . , rNR (3.37)
Ĉri,uf ,us1 = Ĉ
r−1
i,um3 ,ue
∀i ∈ I, r = r2, . . . , rNR (3.38)
The overall material balances on the splitter and mixer units (eqs 3.14 - 3.16)







′ ∈ (Us ∪ Um ∪ {ur}) , ∀r ∈ R (3.39)
∑
u∈Uu
F̂ru,u′ · Ĉri,u,u′ =
∑
u′′∈Uu





′ ∈ Us, (u, u′) ∈ Uu, (u′, u′′) ∈ Uu, ∀i ∈ I, ∀r ∈ R
(3.41)
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Note that a reactor may be bypassed by utilizing stream (us1 , ue). Therefore,
the existence of NR modules gives the choice of utilizing up to NR reactors in
the final solution but does not necessitate using that exact number of reactors.
In order to compute the time evolution of the differential variables
within each of the reactors in the reactor network, I extend the OCFE method
to accommodate the discretization of multiple reactors. As outlined in section
3.3.4, the OCFE approach for integrating the ODE system for a single reactor
necessitates the mapping of the time horizon of one reactor onto a normalized
domain t̂ (such that the inlet of the reactor occurs at t̂ = 0 and the effluent
occurs at t̂ = 1). This normalized domain is further split into NQ finite
elements of equal length, and a normalized subdomain t̃q is defined for each
finite element q (see Figure 3.4).
To adapt the methodology for the problem of a network of reactors
in series, I first introduce a third set of normalized time subdomains t to
the existing normalized global time domain t̂ and the set of connected time
subdomains t̃. The time domain mapping for a network of two reactors with
a domain of real-time t ∈ [t0, tF ] with three finite elements and two internal
collocation points is shown in Figure 3.6. To simplify the figure, only the
first subdomain within each layer is shown, but the reader should infer that a
second subdomain t̃ and five additional subdomains t exist and are not shown
in the figure.
As can be seen in the figure, the overall time horizon is mapped onto
the domain t̂, where t̂ = 0 and t̂ = 1 correspond to the starting and ending
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Figure 3.6: Mapped time subdomains for the OCFERE method.
points of the full time horizon, respectively. This overall horizon is split into
NR elements of variable lengths (NR = 2 in Figure 3.6). The beginning of
segment r is at time γr along the t̂ time domain, with γr1 = 0 and γr(NR+1) = 1.
I will refer to these segments as “reactor elements” to distinguish them from
the finite elements introduced in the previous section.
I discretize each of the NR segments into NQ finite elements (NQ = 3
in Figure 3.6), each of equal length for a single reactor, and introduce the
time subdomains t̃r to mark the starting and ending positions of each of the
NQ segments along the rth time subdomain. Each of the t̃
r time subdomains
begins at t̃r = 0 and ends at t̃r = 1. Finite element q spans the overall normal-
ized times t̂p0,q,r and t̂p0,q+1,r, which coincides with the region of subdomain t̃r
between points βq and βq+1. Note that, even though reactor elements have
variable lengths (γr+1 − γr), the fact that each reactor element is partitioned
into NQ equal finite elements means that the values of the location of the par-
titions relative to the subdomains t̃r are the same in all reactor elements (i.e.,
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βq,r = βq, q = q1, · · · , qNQ , r = r1, · · · rNR).
Finally, each finite element q is further mapped onto a time subdomain
t
q,r
, where the point t
q,r
= 0 coincides with the beginning of finite element q in
reactor element r (t̃r = βq and t̂ = t̂p0,q,r), and the point t
q,r
= 1 coincides with
the end of that same finite element (t̃r = βq+1 and t̂ = t̂p0,q+1,r). NP collocation
points are added along the subdomain t
q,r
with collocation point p at the
point αp relative to subdomain t
q,r
(NP = 2 in Figure 3.6). As with the layer
above, since the positions of the collocation points are measured relative to
the subdomains t
q,r
, the values of the positions are the same across all reactors
and finite elements (i.e., αp,q,r = αp, p = p0, · · · , pNP , q = q1, · · · , qNQ , r =
r1, · · · rNR).
With the new time subdomain, the overall normalized time t̂ can be
calculated as a function of the time in the subdomains using eq 3.42, and the
exact time of collocation point t̂p,q,r can therefore be obtained by eq 3.43:





















∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, · · · , pNP (3.43)
For example, from Figure 3.6, the reader may verify that the second collocation
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point (p2) in the third finite element (q3) of the second reactor element (r2),
t̂p2,q3,r2 , is located at t̂17.
The solution for any differential variable z in finite element q of reactor












The residual may then be calculated at each collocation point p inside





′,q,r(t̂p,q,r)−Φ(zp,q,r, up,q,r, t̂p,q,r) = 0 ∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, · · · , pNP
(3.45)
Combining eq 3.42 with the definition of φp,q,r from eq 3.44, the deriva-
tive dφp
′,q,r(t̂)/dt̂ can be given as a function of the derivative with respect to
the t
q,r














∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, p′ = p1, · · · , pNP , p = p1, · · · , pNP (3.46)
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where tabulated values of the derivatives for the global orthogonal collocation










= αp)− Φ(zp,q,r, up,q,r, t̂p,q,r) = 0
∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, · · · , pNP (3.47)
To ensure continuity of the states at the boundaries of the finite ele-
ments z(t̃r), additional conditions can be added equating the solutions at the










= 1) ∀r ∈ R, q = q2, · · · , qNQ
(3.48)
Finally, the initial and final conditions for each reactor element r can
be enforced by noting that the start and end of the reactor element are at the
points t̂p0,q1,r and t̂
p0,q(NQ+1),r, respectively. Therefore, initial conditions may
be included by introducing bounds on the value of zp0,q1,r, and final conditions
may be included by introducing bounds on the value of z
p0,q(NQ+1),r, as well as
eq 3.48 written for q = q(NQ+1).
To implement this on the reactor network synthesis problem, let zp,q,r =













the value of state x̂ at collocation point p of finite element q in reactor element
r, write eqs 3.47 and 3.48, with Φ(zp,q,r, up,q,r, τ p,q,r) given by the right-hand
side of eqs 3.17 - 3.21, initial conditions for each reactor zp0,q1,r given by the
right-hand side of eq 3.22, and final conditions for each reactor z
p0,q(NQ+1),r
given by eq 3.23. This gives a system of equations that may be solved for the
unknown profiles zp,q,r by varying up,q,r along with the outer superstructure
flowrates and concentrations, where an impact on reactor operation is reflected
in the material balances of eqs 3.39 - 3.41.
Note that, in performing the non-dimensionalization of the variables
(section 3.3.3), a dimensionless time domain τ̂ that varies from τ̂ = 0 to
τ̂ = 1 has already been derived. Therefore, the relationship provided for the
normalized time domain t̂ in this section (eq 3.42) may be directly utilized for
calculation of normalized time within the reactor network τ̂ .
3.5 Logical Constraints
So far, I have developed a device that allows the computation of the
concentration and volume profiles of a reactor from any of the operating modes
considered, and that is general enough to be applicable to any reactor type.
In this section, I first discuss the differences in the nature of the two operat-
ing modes that are accounted for in the framework (section 3.5.1). Then, I
introduce logical constraints that eliminate artificial solutions (section 3.5.2),
select operating mode and identify the utilized (i.e. not bypassed) reactors
(section 3.5.3), identify the types of the utilized reactors (section 3.5.4), se-
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lect and implement the correct volume expressions to calculate total reactor
volume (section 3.5.5), determine whether storage tanks are needed, and if
so, calculate their volumes (section 3.5.6), calculate timing-related variables
(section 3.5.7) and compute the values of operating-mode dependent variables
that will be required for the economics calculations (section 3.5.8). The full
economic model is presented in section 3.6.
3.5.1 Differences in the Nature of the Operating Modes
First, a major difference between the continuous-flow and batch op-
erating modes is that when operating in the batch mode, additional time is
required for the loading/unloading, conditioning, and cleaning of the reactor.
Since the system of ODEs is written over an independent variable of real-time
with a domain that begins at the onset of the reaction and ends when the
reaction is terminated, the true time allotted to a batch must be greater than
the time over which the model ODEs are integrated. This is not the case for
the continuous-flow mode, where the system of ODEs is written over an inde-
pendent variable of residence time with a domain that begins at the reactor
inlet and ends at the reactor outlet, meaning that the time over which the
ODEs are integrated correctly represents the reactor’s physical dimensions.
Second, in the batch operating mode, the differential variables v(t),
vIN(t), and vOUT(t) represent the actual volume of material within the reac-
tor, and the volume of material within the “IN” and “OUT” storage tanks that
may be needed if the semi-batch reactor type is selected (see Figure 3.1). This
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is not the case for the continuous-flow operating mode, where calculating the
volume of material inside the reactor at residence-time τ may necessitate an
additional ODE, eq 3.49, where vC is the volume of the CFR [m
3]. However,
since only PFRs and CSTRs are considered for the continuous-flow operating
mode in this work, which both feature a constant volumetric flowrate inside the
reactor, the additional equation is not necessary. Nevertheless, the method-
ology employed to calculate the reactor volume for the two operating modes







In addition, appropriate bounds on the volume must account for the
reactor type. Batch, semi-batch, and the CSTR reactor types take the form of
an autoclave tank of fixed total volume, while the PFR reactor type assumes
the tubular form. This means that the methodology for calculating the reactor
volume must accommodate the use of different equations for calculating the
total volume in the two operating modes as well as reactor type-dependent





Third, for the continuous-flow operating mode, recycle streams (u, u) ∈
Urec = {(us2 , um1), (us2 , um2), (us3 , um1), (us3 , um2)} serve the purpose of re-
moving material downstream of the reactor (at high τ) and re-introducing the
material upstream (at low τ). In the batch operating mode, since real-time
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is the independent variable, recycle streams transporting material from fu-
ture (at larger values of t) to the past (at lower values of t) cannot be allowed.
Therefore, referring to Figure 3.2, recycle streams cannot be active if the batch
operating mode is chosen.
Finally, an equitable economic comparison between the operating modes
must take into account the often-cited advantages and disadvantages of the
two modes. On the one hand, the batch operating mode offers the poten-
tial of utilizing the infrastructure for the manufacture of multiple products.
Therefore, in addition to the inclusion of the individual reactor performance
in the overall economic model, adjustments must be made to acknowledge
this advantage of the batch operating mode when estimating total costs and
profits. On the other hand, the batch operating mode has several economic
disadvantages. Of note are the increased amount of labor that is necessary to
operate the batch plant and the larger waste incurred in the event of a batch
failure. Therefore, the economic models employed will also account for these
differences between the operating modes.
3.5.2 Artificial Solution Elimination
On close examination of the ODE system of eqs 3.17 - 3.23, and specif-
ically the evolution of concentration in the “OUT” stream (eq 3.21), it can
be seen that artificial solutions that maximize yield are possible for the semi-







hence ĉp,q,rOUT,i, at a time after the initial time (τ̂
p,q,r > τ̂ p0,q1,r). Then, a solution
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may include a flow v̂p,q,rOUT by increasing ŵ
p,q,r
OUT, gaining artificial advantages in
species concentration that directly translate to higher values of the objective
function.















v̂p,q,rOUT ∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q,∀p ∈ P
(3.50)
where v̂OUT is the lower bound on v̂OUT. This constraint sets the lower and
upper bounds of ĉp,q,ri − ĉ
p,q,r
OUT,i to zero if v̂OUTp,q,r = 0, or to values that are
below -1 and 1 if v̂OUTp,q,r > 0. Since the bounds on both variables ĉ
p,q,r
i




OUT,i is the interval [-1,1].
Therefore, this constraint is superfluous in the presence of a positive value for
v̂OUT.
This constraint ensures that if the volume of the “OUT” storage tank
is zero at any time τ̂ , the concentration of any species i in the “OUT” stream,
ĉOUT,i, is set equal to its concentration inside the reactor, ĉi. At the time
point τ̂ ′ where the solution involves increasing the volume of the storage tank,
ŵOUT is set to some positive value, while keeping the value of the volume of
the storage tank at zero. Therefore, the concentration in the “OUT” stream is
set to the concentration within the reactor at that point using constraint 3.50.
However, at the next time point τ̂ ′ + δτ , v̂OUT will take on a positive value




OUT,i are ∈ [0, 1] from the non-dimensionalization procedure), and
allowing the initial value for integrating the material balance for the “OUT”
stream at that point (eq 3.21) to be the concentration of material in the reactor
at the previous time point τ̂ ′, as required.
3.5.3 Identifying the Operating Mode and Determining Reactor
Utilization
In this section, I define several binary variables y ∈ {0, 1} to allow
the identification of the optimal operating mode and the number and type of
utilized reactors.
3.5.3.1 Operating Mode Selection
First, I define yMm as:
yMm =
{
1, if operating mode m is chosen
0, otherwise
(3.51)
I enforce the choice of a single operating mode using eq 3.52, where mB and mC
are the indices for batch and continuous-flow operating modes, respectively.
yMmB + yMmC = 1 (3.52)
While the selection of operating mode will depend on the types of reac-
tors used and their associated economics, one straightforward difference that
can immediately be introduced at this point is the infeasibility of a recycle
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stream for the batch case (as explained in section 3.5.1). This can be imple-
mented by defining the set of recycle streams Urec = {(us2 , um1), (us2 , um2),
(us3 , um1), (us3 , um2)}, and implementing eq 3.53, which forces dimensionless
volumes in those streams to 0 when the batch mode is selected, but maintains
an upper bound of 1 on flowrates within those streams when the continuous-





(u, u′) ∈ Urec, ∀r ∈ R (3.53)
3.5.3.2 Reactor Utilization
Similarly, I define yrU as:
yrU =
{
1, if reactor r is utilized
0, otherwise
(3.54)
Before directly enforcing this definition, I note that the choice of whether
a reactor is utilized and the operating mode are directly linked. In other
words, for a reactor to be utilized, the reactor type must be one that has a
good performance in maximizing the overall objective, and that reactor type
belongs to only one operating mode. Therefore, I also introduce yrUMm as:
yrUMm =
{
1, if yMm = 1 ∧ yrU = 1
0, otherwise
(3.55)
To implement the condition that yMm = 1 ∧ yrU = 1 implies that





implies that yMm = 1 ∧ yrU = 1), I use eqs 3.57 and 3.58.
yMm + y
r
U ≤ 1 + yrUMm ∀m ∈M, ∀r ∈ R (3.56)
yrUMm ≤ yMm ∀m ∈M, ∀r ∈ R (3.57)
yrUMm ≤ y
r
U ∀m ∈M, ∀r ∈ R (3.58)
Now, I enforce definition 3.54 for yrU by imposing constraints on y
r
UMm
when differences occur between the operating modes, or directly on yrU if the
two operating modes are identical.
Recall that the bypass streams are available to circumvent reactors.
Therefore, there are always flows in the outer streams that belong to the
mapping set Ue(u, u
′) = {(uf , us1), (us1 , um3), (um3 , ue)}. If a reactor is not
utilized, these are the only streams that should include flows. If a reactor is
utilized, then flows may or may not exist in the other streams that belong to
the set Ui(u, u
′) = Uu\Ue. This is enforced using eq 3.59, where F̂m is the lower
bound on F̂ru,u′ for operating mode m (equal to non-dimensional volumetric
flowrate for continuous-flow, or non-dimensional volume for batch):
∑
m
F̂m · yrUMm ≥ F̂
r
u,u′ (u, u
′) ∈ Ui, ∀r ∈ R (3.59)
If a reactor is utilized, constraints are included to ensure:
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1. that every utilitized reactor admits material from the inlet to the reactor
module (uf , us1) and produces material that gets recovered at the outlet
of the reactor module (um3 , ue). In other words, to avoid either gen-
erating artificial flows, or infinite recycles of products within a reactor
module. This is implemented in eq 3.60.





(u, u′, u′′, u′′′) ∈ {(us1 , um1 , us1 , um2) , (us2 , um3 , us3 , um3)} ,∀m ∈M,∀r ∈ R
(3.60)
2. that material is present at the start time for the reactor τ̂ p0,q1,r (eq 3.61),
throughout the reaction time (eq 3.62), and at the final time for the re-
actor τ̂ r,qNQ+1,p0 (eq 3.63). This is necessary to avoid an incorrect deter-
mination of the total residence (or batch) time by including time when
the reactors were empty.
∑
m
F̂m · yrUMm ≤ F̂
r
um2 ,ur
∀r ∈ R (3.61)
∑
m
F̂m · yrUMm ≤ v̂
p,q,r ∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀p ∈ P (3.62)
∑
m
F̂m · yrUMm ≤ F̂
r
ur,us2
∀r ∈ R (3.63)
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1, if reactor r is of type t
0, otherwise
(3.64)
First, I deal with relating this binary variable to whether a reactor is
utilized. If reactor r is not utilized, all yrTt must be equal to 0. If it is utilized
and is of type t that belongs to MT (m, t) (the map of reactor types to operating
mode), yrUMm = 1. These are implemented using:
yrTt ≤ y
r
UMm (m, t) ∈MT , ∀r ∈ R (3.65)
Also, if reactor r is utilized, exactly one yrTt is active, and the reactor
type chosen must belong to the available reactor types of operating mode m




yrTt ≤ 1 ∀m ∈M, ∀r ∈ R (3.66)
Next, I deal with identifying the specific reactor types that are consid-
ered in this work.
3.5.4.1 Identifying CSTRs
The general DSR module (Figure 3.2) becomes a CSTR operating at
steady state when there is a constant flow into and out of the DSR at all time
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points along the time axis of the reactor. In addition, a well-mixed CSTR has
a constant concentration at all time points. Therefore, I introduce a series of
equations to ensure that these conditions are met when yrTtCSTR
= 1.
To enforce the condition that the concentration of species i is constant





























∀i ∈ I, ∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, . . . , pNP (3.67)
Care must be taken in enforcing the constraint for constant flowrate
throughout the reactor. The goal of constant flowrate inside the reactor
may be erroneously achieved by maintaining equal rates of material addition
and removal at each point throughout the reactor axis (ŵp,q,rIN = ŵ
p,q,r
OUT) but
changing the value of the rates of change at different points along the axis
(ŵp,q,rIN 6= ŵ
p′,q′,r
IN ). While this may give a correct CSTR profile, it may not
be achievable in practice for a well-mixed CSTR that operates at steady state
because it necessitates dynamic operation of the unit and grants an unfair ad-
vantage to the continuous-flow case. Therefore, in order to ensure a constant
rate of material addition and removal throughout the residence time axis, I
introduce the variable F̂rCSTR, and implement eqs 3.68 - 3.71, where sv̂+CSTR
and sv̂−CSTR













= 0 ∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, . . . , pNP (3.69)









∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, p = p1, . . . , pNP
(3.71)
Equations 3.68 - 3.71 ensure that the flowrate entering and exiting the
reactor at all points is constant. In order to ensure that the constant flowrate
within the reactor (F̂rum2 ,ur) is equal to the total flowrate that enters and exits
the reactor from the “IN” and “OUT” streams, a fact that is necessary for the





are positive slack variables.
















∀r ∈ R (3.73)
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3.5.4.2 Identifying PFRs and BRs
There is no flow into or out of PFRs or BRs except at the main reactor
feed and reactor outlet. This is implemented using eq 3.74:
F̂ru,u′ ≤ 1−yrTt t ∈ {tPFR, tBR} , (u, u
′) ∈ {(um1 , ur), (ur, us3)} , ∀r ∈ R
(3.74)
3.5.4.3 Identifying SBRs
For semi-batch operation, a storage tank is necessary if there is an “IN”
stream or “OUT” stream. To account for its existence, I first need to identify










1, if “OUT” stream exists in reactor r
0, otherwise
(3.76)
To implement these definitions, I use eqs 3.77 and 3.78, where F̂ is a positive
lower bound on F̂um1 ,ur :
F̂ · yrIN ≤ F̂rum1 ,ur ≤ y
r
IN ∀r ∈ R (3.77)
F̂ · yrOUT ≤ F̂rur,us3 ≤ y
r
OUT ∀r ∈ R (3.78)
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To implement the logical conditions that yMmB = 1 ∧ y
r
IN = 1 imply that
yrIN,B = 1, and yMmB = 1 ∧ y
r
OUT = 1 imply that y
r




IN ≤ 1 + yrIN,B ∀r ∈ R (3.81)
yMmB + y
r
OUT ≤ 1 + yrOUT,B ∀r ∈ R (3.82)
To implement the reverse logic, ensuring that yrIN,B = 1 implies that yMmB =
1 ∧ yrIN = 1, and yrOUT,B = 1 implies that yMmB = 1 ∧ y
r
OUT = 1, I use eqs
3.83 - 3.86:
yrIN,B ≤ yMmB ∀r ∈ R (3.83)
yrIN,B ≤ yrIN ∀r ∈ R (3.84)
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yrOUT,B ≤ yMmB ∀r ∈ R (3.85)
yrOUT,B ≤ yrOUT ∀r ∈ R (3.86)
Finally, I introduce the condition that if yrIN,B = 1 ∨ yrOUT,B = 1 (i.e.
the batch operating mode is chosen and an “IN” and/or “OUT” stream is
present), yrTtSBR
= 1 (i.e. SBR is the reactor type for reactor r), and yrIN,B = 0
otherwise, using eqs 3.87 - 3.89:
yrIN,B + y
r
OUT,B ≥ yrTtSBR ∀r ∈ R (3.87)
yrIN,B ≤ yrTtSBR ∀r ∈ R (3.88)
yrOUT,B ≤ yrTtSBR ∀r ∈ R (3.89)
3.5.5 Reactor Volumes
In this section, I explain how the normalized total volume of a reactor r
is calculated. I first introduce the variable V̂rT,t, which is the volume of reactor












yrTt ∀t ∈ T, ∀r ∈ R (3.90)
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apply only when reactor r is of
type t. The calculation of the reactor volumes of each reactor type will now
be discussed.
3.5.5.1 BR and SBR Volume
Equations 3.91 and 3.92 define the maximum volume attained in the






slack variables that are forced by eqs 3.93 and 3.94 to equal 0 if reactor r is of
type t.
V̂rmax,t − v̂p,q,r + s
p,q,r
V̂Tt
≥ 0 t ∈ {tBR, tSBR} , ∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀p ∈ P
(3.91)
V̂rmax,t − F̂rur,us2 + S
r
V̂Tt
≥ 0 t ∈ {tBR, tSBR} , ∀r ∈ R (3.92)
0 ≤ sp,q,r
V̂Tt
≤ 1− yrTt t ∈ {tBR, tSBR} , ∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀p ∈ P (3.93)
0 ≤ Sr
V̂Tt
≤ 1− yrTt t ∈ {tBR, tSBR} , ∀r ∈ R (3.94)
To calculate the actual reactor volume, note that for safety purposes,
the purchased tank volume, V̂rT,t, must be greater than the maximum fluid
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volume throughout the duration of the batch, and I impose a safety factor Υ
to relate the maximum volume attained to the actual reactor volume, where
Υ > 1. A value of Υ = 1.1 was used in this work, but can be easily changed.
Then, the bounds on the maximum volume, V̂rmax,t are given by eq 3.95.





yrTt t ∈ {tBR, tSBR} , ∀r ∈ R (3.95)
Finally, I add constraint (3.96) to impose that the reactor volume must
be greater than the maximum volume multiplied by the safety factor. This con-
straint, coupled with the lower bound on V̂rT,t (eq 3.90) and the fact that the
optimal solution is one that minimizes reactor volume (and hence capital in-
vestment), state that V̂rT,t = max
(
Vt/V ,Υ · V̂rmax,t
)
∀r ∈ R, t ∈ {tBR, tSBR}.
V̂rT,t −Υ · V̂rmax,t ≥ 0 t ∈ {tBR, tSBR} , ∀r ∈ R (3.96)
3.5.5.2 PFR Volume
As was mentioned in section 3.5.1, for the general DSR where flowrate
inside the reactor is allowed to vary with location along the time axis, the
reactor volume would require an additional ODE (given in eq 3.49, page 97).
Letting v̂C = vC/V be the non-dimensional variable for the volume of the












Ω · f̂ (3.97)
In this work, the two reactor types considered for the continuous-flow
operating mode are the PFR and CSTR, both of which (under the constant
density assumption) exhibit constant volumetric flowrate throughout the re-
actor axis that is equal to the inlet volumetric flowrate, F̂rum2 ,ur . Therefore,
letting the total volume at the end of the reactor be V̂rC, eq 3.97 can be in-
tegrated with reactor inlet boundary condition v̂C (τ̂ = γ
r) = 0 (recall from
section 3.4 that reactor element r starts at τ̂ = γr), and outlet boundary con-
dition v̂C (τ̂ = γ
r+1) = V̂rC (recall from section 3.4 that reactor element r ends











Let the residence time of reactor r be Wrreac [hrs]. The difference
between the dimensionless time at the inlet and outlet of reactor r, γr+1− γr,
is equal to Wrreac/Ω. Inserting this relationship into eq 3.98, and writing it
for all reactors, gives eq 3.99, which is the final equation for calculating V̂rC






· F̂rum2 ,ur ·W
r
reac ∀r ∈ R (3.99)
Finally, to obtain the volume of the reactor if the PFR reactor type
is chosen, eqs 3.100 and 3.101 are added, where Sr
V̂TtPFR
is a positive slack
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variable, and Wreac is the maximum possible residence/batch time for a single




). These state that if yrTtPFR
= 1, the total reactor





= 0 by eq 3.90, and the
slack variable Sr
V̂TPFR
is allowed by eq 3.101 to take on any value below the






















∀r ∈ R (3.101)
3.5.5.3 CSTR Volume
In general, the volume of fluid inside a CSTR is given by the volumetric
flowrate of material entering and exiting the reactor multiplied by the residence
time. The total volumetric flowrate entering the CSTR when represented by
the DSR configuration of this work is equal to the total volumetric flowrate
in the “IN” or “OUT” streams, F̂rum1 ,ur . This amount is set equal to the
volumetric flowrate within the reactor, F̂rum2 ,ur , by eqs 3.72 and 3.73 (page
106). Then, the volume of fluid inside the reactor is accurately represented by
V̂rC, calculated by eq 3.99.
Therefore, the volume of the CSTR, V̂rT,tCSTR , can be calculated in the
same manner as the PFR, as is shown in eqs 3.102 and 3.103. One minor
difference, however, is that the CSTR takes on the autoclave geometry, so a
113
safety factor Υ is added for the CSTR case to ensure that the actual vessel
volume is greater than the fluid holdup (as was the case for the BR and SBR).

















∀r ∈ R (3.103)
3.5.6 Storage Tanks
The need for an “IN” or “OUT” storage tank in reactor r had been
designated the binary variables yrIN,B and y
r
OUT,B, respectively, and those
variables were defined in section 3.5.4.3 (page 107). To calculate the volumes
of the storage tanks, V̂rT,st,IN or V̂
r









are the lower and upper bounds on the






Υ · F̂rum1 ,ur − V̂
r
T,st,IN − SrV̂T,st,IN ≤ 0 ∀r ∈ R (3.104)
Υ · F̂rur,us3 − V̂
r
T,st,OUT − SrV̂T,st,OUT ≤ 0 ∀r ∈ R (3.105)
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V̂st · yrIN,B ≤ V̂rT,st,IN ≤ V̂st · yrIN,B ∀r ∈ R (3.106)














∀r ∈ R (3.109)
If a storage tank is deemed necessary for reactor element r (i.e. if
yrIN,B = 1 or y
r
OUT,B = 1), the slack variables are forced to equal 0 by eqs 3.108
and 3.109. Then, eqs 3.104 and 3.105 state that V̂rT,st,IN = max
(
V̂st,Υ · F̂rum1 ,ur
)
,




. If a storage tank is unnecessary (i.e.
if yrIN,B = 0 or y
r
OUT,B = 0), the storage tank volume is set equal to 0 by eqs
3.106 and 3.107, and the slack variable is allowed by eqs 3.108 and 3.109 to
take any value to satisfy the constraints of eqs 3.104 and 3.105.
3.5.7 Timing Constraints
Let the residence time of reactor r, if reactor r is of type t, be Wrt. The
choice of reactor type determines the bounds on the residence time. This is
implemented using eq 3.110. Then, the residence time of reactor r, Wrreac, is
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given by eq 3.111. The total residence time, Ω [hrs], of the reactor network is
given by eq 3.112.
Wt · yrTt ≤W
r









For any problem, at least reactor r1 must be utilized. Therefore, y
r1
U =
1. Furthermore, reactors upstream must all be used before a downstream
reactor is used. This is implemented using eq 3.113.
yrU ≤ yr−1U r = r2, . . . , rNR (3.113)
If a reactor downstream of reactor r1 is utilized, the normalized time
γr+1 of the endpoint of reactor r along the global domain must be between
0 and 1. If it is not utilized (and therefore all further downstream reactors
are not utilized), then it must have reached 1. This is implemented using eq
3.114.
1− yrU ≤ γr ≤ 1 r = r2, . . . , rNR (3.114)
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The relationship between the global normalized time at the boundary







r = r2, . . . , rNR+1 (3.115)
As was derived in section 3.4, the normalized time of collocation point
p in finite element q of reactor r is given by eq 3.116.








∀r ∈ R, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀p ∈ P
(3.116)
3.5.8 Operating Mode-Dependent Variable Definitions
There are some variables that are relevant only to the batch operating
mode. Here, I describe how these variables are set.
First, the time for additional operations (charging, conditioning, dis-
charging, cleaning), Wrop, must be added to the time spent for reaction, W
r
reac,





op ∀r ∈ R (3.117)
Previous works on batch reactor modeling often adopt a simplistic ap-
proach of assuming a value between Wop = 2.5 hr and Wop = 7.5 hrs [65, 60].
In this work, since an explicit calculation of the batch reactor volumes is
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included, I assume that the time for cleaning, conditioning, loading, and un-
loading the reactors is directly proportional to the reactor volume, and that












) (V̂rT,t − V̂T,t · yrTt) ∀r ∈ R
(3.118)
The total batch time for the batch reactor network, Ψ, is needed
within the revenues and costs expressions only when the batch operating
mode is selected. For the continuous-flow operating mode, the value of the
total batch time should equal to 1 to give the correct numerical values of
the costs (see discussion for eq 3.131 in section 3.6.1 for explanation of why









is the upper bound on the total batch time,




is the upper bound on the total residence
time if the continuous-flow operating mode is chosen.












Tra ≤ yMmC (3.120)
Another variable that is needed in the cost equations is the reference
value used to non-dimensionalize the volume variables. As was discussed in
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section 3.3.3, the batch operating mode uses the upper bound on volume, V ,
to non-dimensionalize the volume equations (see eq 3.13 on page 79), while the
continuous-flow operating mode uses the upper bound on volumetric flowrate,
F , to non-dimensionalize the volumetric flowrate ODE. In order to select the
correct reference value, I introduce the variable zref , and use eq 3.121 to assign
the variable the correct reference parameter.
zref − F = (V − F )yMmB (3.121)
Also, the amount of useful product made must be scaled by a factor µB
(where µB > 0) to account for the fact that some batches are off-spec. This
factor is zero if the continuous-flow operating mode is selected. To enforce
this, a variable ΓB is introduced that equals µB for the batch operating mode,
and zero otherwise. This is enforced using eq 3.122.
ΓB = µB · yMmB (3.122)
Finally, I introduce variables for the accurate calculation of the annual
production. I assume that each plant (in either operating mode) operates for a
total of ω hours per year (a known parameter). First, I introduce the variable
Φ. For the batch operating mode, this is set equal to the amount of desirable
product per batch [kmol/batch]. For the continuous-flow operating mode, this
is set equal to the amount of desirable product made per hour of operation





zrefF̂rNRum3 ,ue (1− ΓB) i ∈ IPD (3.123)
Next, I introduce the variable ΛB. For the batch operating mode,
this is set equal to the number of batches per year in a single batch plant
[batches/yr]. For the continuous-flow operating mode, this is set equal to the
number of hours of operation per year ω [hrs/yr]. This is enforced using eq
3.124.




Then, I introduce the variable ∆, which is equal to the amount of
product made per year in a single plant for both operating modes. This is
enforced using eq 3.125, which is applicable for both operating modes since
the variables Φ and ΛB have values that depend on the operating mode.
∆ = Φ ·ΛB (3.125)
At this point, I have allowed as much production in a single plant of
either operating mode as can be accommodated by the volume constraints
on the processing units. In order to allow the calculation of economics for
any product demand (δi, i ∈ IPD), I also allow the presence of multiple plants
operating in parallel. Let ΛP be the number of plants operating in parallel.
Then, the total production is set equal to the demand of product by eq 3.126.
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∆ ·ΛP = δi ∀i ∈ IPD (3.126)
However, care must be taken in order to ensure that the number of
plants in parallel is the minimum number of plants needed to accommodate the
product demand. Otherwise, for the batch operating mode, the methodology
I use to grant the batch mode the advantage of utilizing the units after the
product demand is met (discussed in section 3.6.1) will incentivize making the
minimum product possible in a single batch, scaling the economics to a full
year from a single batch, then using many plants in parallel to meet the desired
product demand.
In order to ensure that the number of plants in parallel is the minimum
number needed to meet demand, I impose eq 3.127. This constraint states that
for there to be ΛP plants in parallel, the demand of product i, δi, must be
greater than the maximum amount of product that could be made in ΛP − 1
plants, given by the multiplication of the amount of product made in a single
batch (or in a single hour for the continuous-flow case), Φ, with the maximum
number of batches per year (or the number of hours of operation per year for





·Φ (ΛP − 1) ≤ δi i ∈ IPD (3.127)
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3.6 A Unified Representation of Batch/Continuous Eco-
nomics
In this section, I present the model used to calculate the annualized
profits for either operating mode. The general approach is given in standard
chemical engineering economics text books, such as the works of Peters et
al. [128] and Towler and Sinnott [160]. However, modifications are made
to account for the differences in the natures of the two operating modes. It
should be noted that all parameters used in the economics models can be easily
adjusted for different case studies.
The objective function to maximize is the annual profit, Π, defined as
the difference between annual revenues, Θ, and the total annualized cost, Ξ:
Π = Θ−Ξ (3.128)
3.6.1 Revenue Calculation
The total annual revenues can be calculated by summing the revenues
obtained by selling each of the desirable products. For the continuous-flow
operating mode, the total annual revenue can be obtained by eq 3.129, where
ΘC is the annual revenue if the continuous-flow operating mode is selected,
and the units of each term are included for ease of reading. Note that the units
for Φ are specific to the continuous-flow operating mode, and are different if



























For the batch operating mode, the revenues obtained from a single
batch are given by eq 3.130, where ΘB are the revenues from a single batch,
and the units of the variable Φ are again given for the case where the batch




















If economics were to be calculated only for the desirable products being
considered in the problem, the annual revenues for the batch case can be
calculated by multiplying the right-hand-side of eq 3.130 by ΛB [Batches/yr].
However, this approach assumes that the batch plant will only be used for the
manufacture of the desirable products in the problem, and would not account
for the use of the batch plant for the manufacture of other products throughout
the year.
In this work, I propose an alternative approach where batch economics
are obtained by assuming the hourly rate of profit for a batch continues to be
generated by the plant for the full year, regardless of the annual demand of
the specific desirable product. The hourly rate of revenue generation [$/hr]
from a single batch can be obtained from the expression given in eq 3.130 by
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dividing the right-hand-side by the number of hours per batch, Ψ [hrs/batch].
Then, assuming the revenue generation is maintained at a constant rate for
all ω hours of operation of the plant in the year, the annual revenue for the





























Essentially, this constraint circumvents the demand constraint for the
batch case (eq 3.126), and allows the solver to assume that an unlimited
amount of product could be sold to the market. Therefore, one potential
solution that can be used to maximize profit for the batch operating mode is
to set the number of batches per year per plant to the minimum value of 1
(ΛB = 1), then use many plants in parallel to achieve the demand of the de-
sired product, while scaling the individual economics of each plant to assume
that the plant is used for the entire year, potentially generating an extremely
high profit compared to the continuous-flow counterpart. To eliminate this
solution from the feasible space, a limit was placed on the number of plants in
parallel (constraint 3.127 on page 121), and was discussed in section 3.5.8.
Finally, I point out that in its current form, eq 3.131 may be used
to describe the annual revenues from the continuous-flow operating mode (eq
3.129) if Ψ = 1. Therefore, in defining the variable Ψ, I used eq 3.119 (page
118) in section 3.5.8 to set Ψ = 1 when yMmC = 1 (i.e. when the continuous-
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flow operating mode is selected), and I use eq 3.131 in our final model to unify
the calculation of the annual revenues obtained from either operating mode.
3.6.2 Cost Calculation
The total annualized cost, Ξ, is the sum of the annualized investment


















The total investment cost for ΛP plants, IC [$/yr], is the sum of the
fixed capital investments per plant, IC,F [$/plant], and the working capital in-
vestment per plant, IC,W [$/plant], multiplied by an annualizing factor θ [yr
−1],
multiplied by the number of plants ΛP. This is shown in eq 3.133. The work-
ing capital investment is assumed to be 15% of the total capital investment,
and is therefore calculated as a function of the fixed capital investment (85%




































The fixed capital investment per plant is the sum of the direct, IC,F,D [$/plant],
and indirect, IC,F,I [$/plant], capital investments, as is shown in eq 3.135.
Those are directly proportional to the purchased equipment cost per plant,




































The equipment purchase costs is the sum over all reactor elements of
the cost of each reactor in a reactor element, IrC,P,reac [$/plant], as well as
the cost of the storage units used in the element, IrC,P,st [$/plant], if they are





















The cost of each reactor depends on the reactor type. Let IrC,P,react [$/plant]
be the cost of reactor r if reactor r was of type t. Standard cost correlations
may be used to calculate the reactor cost based on the reactor volume, as is
shown in eq 3.139, where πreacat , π
reac
bt
, and πreacct are correlation coefficients for
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the cost of a reactor of type t. The binary yrTt is included to set the reactor
cost to 0 if the reactor is not of type t. Then, the total reactor cost for a














IrC,P,react ∀r ∈ R (3.140)
Similarly, the cost of storage units for a reactor element r can be related
to the volume of the storage units using standard cost correlations for storage









V · V̂ rT,st,OUT
)πstc
∀r ∈ R (3.141)
3.6.2.2 Operating Costs
The total annual operating cost for ΛP plants, OC [$/yr] is the sum
of the annual variable operating cost per plant, OC,V [$/ (yr · plant)], and the
annual fixed operating cost per plant, OC,F [$/ (yr · plant)], multiplied by the





















The annual variable operating cost is the sum of the costs of purchas-
ing raw materials, OC,V,R [$/ (yr · plant)], and the cost of product treatment
OC,V,T [$/ (yr · plant)]. This is shown in eq 3.143. The raw material costs
for a single plant can be obtained by multiplying the amount of raw material
needed per year of operation by the cost of each raw material. This is shown
in eq 3.144, where the amount of raw material needed per year has been scaled
for the batch plants to assume that the batch plant is used for the entirety
of the year, regardless of the desirable product demand, as was done for the
revenues. The treatment costs were obtained in the same manner, and the
















































































































The annual fixed operating cost, OC,F [$/ (yr · plant)], is the sum of the
costs of supervision, OC,F,S, overhead, OC,F,O, maintenance, OC,F,M, taxes,
OC,F,T, rent, OC,F,R, insurance, OC,F,I, and labor costs, OC,F,L. This sum-
mation is shown in eq 3.146, and the correlations used to relate each of the
contributing terms to the investment costs or labor costs are shown in (3.147
- 3.151), where the same units of [$/ (yr · plant)] have now been dropped from
each term.
OC,F = OC,F,L+OC,F,S+OC,F,O+OC,F,M+OC,F,T+OC,F,R+OC,F,I (3.146)
OC,F,S = 0.25 ·OC,F,L (3.147)
OC,F,O = 0.5(OC,F,S + OC,F,L) (3.148)
OC,F,M = 0.05 · IC,F,D (3.149)
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OC,F,T = 0.01 · IC,F,D (3.150)
OC,F,R = OC,F,I = 0.01 · IC,F (3.151)
Labor costs must include estimates based on the operating mode as well
as the number of processing units present. The annual labor cost per plant
is equal to the annual salary per operator, a parameter ζop [$/ (yr · operator)],
multiplied by the number operators needed for the plant, ΛO [operators], as
shown in eq 3.152. To calculate the number of operators needed, I assume that
the number of shift positions per reactor (σreacm ) for the batch operating mode
is double that of the continuous-flow operating mode [128], and assume that 3
operators are needed per reactor for the continuous-flow operating mode (i.e.
σreacmC = 3, σ
reac
mB
= 6). In addition, I assume that two additional operators
are needed per storage tank (a minimum, since one is needed on the plant
while the other is in the control room) for the semi-batch operating mode (i.e.
σst = 2). The number of operators per shift position is σop = 4.8. Therefore,



















3.7 Case Study: van de Vusse Reaction
In order to illustrate the utility of the framework, I implement the
framework on the problem of finding the optimal reactor network for produc-







The objective is maximizing the yield of B using up to two chemical
reactors in series (NR = 2). This chemical system has been used to test reactor
network synthesis approaches proposed by numerous groups, who find the opti-
mum continuous-flow reactor network for several different sets of values for the
reaction rate constants κj. In this work, I first present results for the optimum
yield using two of these sets of values considering only the continuous-flow
options to make comparisons with the literature. Next, I present results for
the optimum yield allowing the batch reactor options to demonstrate the util-
ity of the framework in simultaneously representing the two operating modes.
Finally, I present results of the optimization of the total annual profits.
Before presenting the results, I should point out several modifications
that have been made to the problem for use in this work. First, I note that
the reaction rate constants presented in the literature have units of s−1, s−1,
and L/(mol s) for κ1, κ2, and κ3, respectively. These units result in CFR
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volumes in the order of 20 L, and residence times below 1 s. These dimensions
are appropriate only for laboratory-scale CFRs and the fast reaction speeds
eliminate the batch operating mode altogether. Since the strength of the
framework presented herein lies in its utility for considering industrial-scale
operations in the two operating modes simultaneously, an effort is made to
arrive at industrial-scale dimensions for the two operating modes. To this end,
I modify the units of the reaction rate constants to hr−1, hr−1, and m3/(kmol
hr) for κ1, κ2, and κ3, respectively, while using the same numerical values as the
cases reported in the literature. In addition, I implement industrially realistic
bounds on the reactor volumes and residence times. For PFRs, bounds on
the reactor volume are obtained by assuming the reactors take on the form of
a U-tube heat exchanger with a diameter of 1 inch [128] and heat exchanger
areas that lie between 10 and 1000 m2 [160]. For CSTRs, BRs, and SBRs,
bounds on reactor volume are taken from Coker et al. [1]. Finally, bounds on
the residence times of the different reactor types were taken from the practical
guidelines given by Fogler [65]. The bounds used for the different reactor types
are summarized in Table 3.3. In addition, the volume bounds on the storage
tanks used in this work are shown in the table.
The second modification that is made to the problem for this work
is the target flowrate. In the problem presented in previous papers, the au-




· CrNRiB ,um3 ,ue [mol/s]) is a variable determined by the overall
yield. This formulation does not conform to the typical industrial case where a
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Table 3.3: Volume and residence time bounds for the different reactor types
implemented in this work, as well as the volume bounds on the storage tanks.
reactor type t
volume bounds [m3] residence time bounds [hrs]
Vt Vt Wt Wt
PFR 0.0635 6.35 1 × 10−4 1.0
CSTR 0.5 76 0.1 4
BR 0.5 76 0.25 20
SBR 0.5 76 0.25 20
storage tank 10 200 - -
product demand δ is specified, and the plant is designed to meet that demand.
This product demand parameter is one that plays a key role in the decision of
optimal operating mode, a decision that was made a priori in previous works
on reactor network synthesis. Therefore, in this work, I adopt the more in-
dustrially representative scenario of specifying an annual demand of product
and allowing the solution process to calculate the appropriate feed flowrate to
meet the demand. This allows me to conduct a sensitivity analysis on this
parameter (in section 3.7.3).
Despite the aforementioned modifications, one can expect that the opti-
mization of product yield for the CFR case (section 3.7.1) should yield directly
comparable total yields of product. Nevertheless, the total reactor volumes
that are found in this work cannot be directly compared to previous works
due to the differences in the bounds, and therefore comparisons of the reactor
volumes are not included in the discussion.
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3.7.1 Optimal Yield: Continuous-Flow Reactor Network
In order to make comparisons with values reported in the literature,
the yield of product B is maximized for two cases of reaction rate parameter
values after fixing the operating mode to continuous-flow (yMmC = 1). The
sets of values of the parameters of the two cases studied in this work as well
as results for these particular cases from the literature are reported in Table
3.4. Note that the difference between the two cases studied is in the value of
the third reaction rate coefficient, κ3. In addition, the optimal concentration
evolution in the reaction coordinate for the two cases is shown in Figure 3.7.
(a) Case 1

















Figure 3.7: Optimal concentration profiles after fixing operating mode to
continuous-flow (yMmC = 1) for the van de Vusse chemical system with pa-
rameters of (a) case 1 and (b) case 2. Different reactors are shown by different
line colors and separated by a vertical dashed line, diamond-shaped markers
and triangles indicate CSTRs and PFRs, respectively, and the solid and dotted
line styles indicate reactant A and product B concentrations, respectively.
The optimal yield for the two cases is the same as the highest reported
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Table 3.4: Reaction rate coefficients for the two Cases studied in this work,
optimal yields reported by previous authors, and optimal yields obtained in
this work when operating mode is fixed (yMm = 1 to specify operating mode
to mode m).
case 1 case 2
κ1 [s
−1 or hr−1] 10 10
κ2 [s
−1 or hr−1] 1 1
κ3 [L/(mol s) 5 0.5
or m3/(kmol hr)]



















Esposito and Yield = 0.635, Yield = 0.754,




Linke [13] PFR + PFR + PFR + PFR
Xie and Yield = 0.635, Yield = 0.754,
Freund [172] CSTR + PFR PFR
This Work
continuous-flow Yield = 0.635, Yield = 0.754,
operating mode CSTR + PFR PFR + PFR
batch Yield = 0.635, Yield = 0.754,
operating mode SBR BR
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by other authors in the literature. This validates the discretization approach
and the models used for the two reactor types as employed in this work. The
necessity of a second PFR in the optimal network of case 2 is attributed to
the higher product demand and the difference in the scale of operation of the
problem implemented in this work compared to the literature. At the upper
bound of 6.35 m3 for the PFR (see Table 3.3 on page 133), the maximum
yield that can be attained in a single PFR for the kinetics of case 2 was
found to be 0.751 (calculated by running a separate optimization with fixed
binaries yMmC = 1, y
r1
TtPFR
= 1, and yr2Tt = 0∀t ∈ T ). Therefore, the solution
consists of using two PFRs in series to increase the yield to the reported value
of 0.754. Note that, since this problem maximizes yield without minimizing
reactor cost, any point along the PFR trajectory shown in Figure 3.7b could
have been used as the boundary between the two reactors as long as the two
reactors have volumes that lie within their allowable bounds. This may not
be the case when monetary profits are optimized, where the increase in yield
from one extra reactor must bring about substantial increases in profit, and
where the boundary between reactors, if two reactors are used, will be selected
to maximize the individual reactor sizes in order to exploit economies of scale.
3.7.2 Optimal Yield: Batch Reactor Network
In this section, I present the results of optimizing yield for the two
cases with the batch operating mode enforced by setting yMmB = 1. The
optimal yield and reactor for each case is reported in Table 3.4, and the optimal
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concentration evolution in time is shown in Figure 3.8.
(a) Case 1

















Figure 3.8: Optimal concentration profiles after fixing operating mode to batch
(yMmB = 1) for the van de Vusse chemical system with parameters of (a) case
1 and (b) case 2. Inverted triangles and circles indicate SBRs and BRs, respec-
tively, and the solid and dotted line styles indicate reactant A and product B
concentrations, respectively.
The optimal yield achieved for the two cases is the same as that ob-
tained in the continuous-flow counterpart. However, for the batch operating
mode, the optimal yield is achieved in a single reactor for the two cases, with
a longer batch time.
Case 1 optimal yield is achieved by making use of a SBR to achieve
a similar concentration profile to that achieved in the CSTR + PFR in the
continuous-flow case. The manner by which the concentration profile is achieved
is different between the two operating modes and can be seen by inspecting
the plots of dimensionless volume in the reactor (v̂), “IN” stream (v̂IN), and
“OUT” stream (v̂OUT) for case 1, shown in Figure 3.9. In the continuous-flow
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case, the volumetric flowrate inside the CSTR is kept constant by adding and
removing material at the same rate at each point along the reactor axis. In
the semi-batch reactor, the feed is mostly sent to the “IN” stream, allowing a
small amount of material to enter the reactor at the beginning. This causes
a sharp change in concentration at the beginning of the batch. Then, the
feed is gradually and increasingly added to the reactor from the “IN” storage
tank, maintaining a relatively smooth concentration gradient until the “IN”
tank is emptied at 0.42 hrs. Finally, the content of the reactor is allowed to
react unhindered for an extra 0.18 hrs, replicating the PFR portion of the
continuous-flow operation.
(a) Continuous-Flow
















Figure 3.9: Optimal dimensionless (a) volumetric flowrate (continuous-flow)
or (b) volume (batch) profiles for the van de Vusse chemical system with
parameters of case 1. The line colors and marker shapes have the same meaning
as Figures 3.7 and 3.8, and solid, dotted, and dashed lines indicate the values
in the reactor, “IN” stream, and “OUT” stream, respectively.
Case 2 for the batch operating mode achieves the same concentration
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profile as the continuous-flow case by making use of a simple batch reactor
since both reactor types require no addition or removal of material at any
point along the reactor length and the total residence and batch times for the
two cases coincide with the lower bound on batch time for the batch reactor
of 0.25 hrs.
3.7.3 Optimal Annual Profit
In this section, I present the results of maximizing Π, the total annual
profit [$/yr] for case 1 of the van de Vusse chemical system. First, I give
results using the nominal parameter values shown in Table 3.5. Note that
the cost parameters used for all reactor types have been assumed to be equal
for this work, but that the framework is flexible to accommodate different
cost functions for the different reactor types. The optimal operating mode is
selected by the integer variable yMm . In addition, runs are performed after
fixing the operating mode yMm to batch or continuous in order to observe the
effect of operating mode choice on the economics.
3.7.3.1 Results with Nominal Parameter Values
Table 3.6 shows the optimal reactor networks after fixing the operating
modes to continuous or batch with the nominal parameter values shown in
Table 3.5. These results indicate that, for this case, the batch operating mode
is superior to the continuous-flow operating mode, as evidenced by its higher
annual profit. Allowing the optimizer to select the operating mode (i.e., freeing
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Table 3.5: Parameters Used for the Calculation of the Economics as well as
the Equation Numbers Where Each Parameter Appears
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variable yMm) results in selecting the batch operating mode as the optimal
operating mode, as expected. The concentration and volume profiles for the
optimum economics of the two cases are shown in Figure 3.10. Now, I make
several comments about these results.
First, the reader may have noticed that while the optimal reactor types
and network configuration after optimizing annual profits is the same as that
which was obtained when optimizing for product yield (sections 3.7.1 and
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Table 3.6: Optimal Profit, Revenues, Costs, Yield, and Reactor Network Con-
figuration for the Nominal Parameters and after Fixing the Operating Modes.
continuous batch
annual profit,
3.23× 107 3.47× 107
Π [$/yr]
annual revenues,
5.00× 107 7.50× 107
Θ [$/yr]
total annual costs,
1.77× 107 4.03× 107
Ξ [$/yr]
annual investment costs,
3.03× 105 2.95× 106
IC [$/yr]
annual operating costs,
1.74× 106 3.74× 107
OC [$/yr]














CSTR + PFR SBR
configuration
3.7.2), the optimal yields for both operating modes have dropped from 0.635
to 0.618 in the continuous-flow case, and from 0.634 to 0.537 in the batch
case. In the continuous-flow case, the reason for the drop can be seen by
observing in Figures 3.7a and 3.10a that, toward the outlet of the PFR, there
is a “flattening” region, where additional residence time results in minimal
increases in the overall yield. Therefore, the solution recognizes that profits
gained by increasing total product yield are not justified by the additional
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(a) Continuous-Flow Concentration Pro-
file








(b) Batch Concentration Profile








(c) Continuous-Flow Volume Profiles






(d) Batch Volume Profiles







Figure 3.10: Concentration profiles after maximizing annual profits and fixing
operating modes to (a) continuous-flow, or (b) batch, and volume profiles after
maximizing annual profits and fixing operating modes to (c) continuous-flow,
or (d) batch, for the van de Vusse chemical system with parameters of case 1.
The line colors and marker shapes have the same meanings as Figures 3.7 -
3.8.
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costs incurred by the purchase of a larger reactor.
In the case of the batch operating mode, there is a larger decrease in
overall yield for a single batch. The reason for this can be seen by observing
the total (dimensionless) volume plots for the SBR. Specifically, by comparing
Figure 3.10d with Figure 3.9b, it is immediately apparent that the inclusion
of the demand constraint largely influences the solution. The larger demand
necessitates a larger feed flow of reactants. The solution reported is one where
the large feed to an individual plant is almost entirely sent to the “IN” storage
tank. After reacting a portion of the reactants following the same profile that
was reported for optimizing the yield, the reactor content is discharged (at
a lower concentration) to the “OUT” stream in order to make room for the
remainder of the feed to enter the reactor. Eventually, the concentration of the
reactor effluent stream (ur, us2) is the same as that which was obtained for the
optimization of the yield. However, after mixing the effluent with the material
that was discharged to the “OUT” storage tank at a lower concentration,
the overall yield drops to 0.537, as reported in the final result in Table 3.6.
While including a second SBR downstream may have given a higher yield,
the solution indicates that the increase in yield does not justify the additional
costs incurred and indicates using three parallel plants to satisfy the total
demand. These results especially highlight the need for explicitly accounting
for economics when performing plant design and the potential risks of using
product yield as a proxy for better economics.
Second, the reader should note that, while the demand of desirable
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product is the same for the two operating modes, the economics of the batch
process are scaled to assume each batch plant is used for the full duration
of the year (ω = 8400 hrs/yr). This is done to grant the batch operating
mode the advantage of potentially using the plant for manufacturing multiple
products and is discussed earlier and in detail in section 3.6.1. It is therefore
expected that the rate of change of profits as parameter values vary will be
different between the two operating modes, and the two operating modes will
converge as the use of a single batch plant for a single product approaches
a full year. This difference in the way profits vary with changing economic
parameter values plays a major role in deciding the optimal operating mode
and is therefore explicitly explored in the sensitivity analyses presented in the
following section.
3.7.3.2 Sensitivity Analyses
Of the parameters used in this work, two of the commonly used pa-












practice is to assign the batch operating mode to processes that manufacture
high-value products (i.e., high values of ζsalei ) with low demands. In this work,
since the differences between the operating modes are explicitly accounted for
within the unified framework, I am able to readily test these conventions nu-
merically. In this section, I present the sensitivity analyses performed using
the framework for varying the two variables for the van de Vusse case study.
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I varied the product sale price across the range [300, 800] $/kmol and
the annual product demand across the range [1000, 250000] kmol/yr. Figure
3.11 shows the plots of the optimal annual profit for the two operating modes
as the product sale price is varied, in addition to the results when the operating
mode is a free variable selected by optimization. Figure 3.12 shows the plots of
the optimal annual profit for the two operating modes as the annual product
demand is varied, in addition to the results when the operating mode is a free
variable selected by optimization. It was verified that, in all cases, the free
selection of the operating mode yMm results in selecting the same point as the
operating mode with higher profit among the two options.
Figure 3.11 shows that the relationship between optimal profit and
the product sale price for both operating modes is linear. For a low annual
product demand (δB = 1000 kmol/yr), the continuous-flow process fails to
generate a profit for any of the sale prices within the range tested. When the
product demand exceeds 50,000 kmol/yr and the continuous-flow operating
mode begins to generate profit, a clear trend emerges that holds for all the
values of δB tested. At low sale prices, the continuous-flow operating mode
always outperforms the batch operating mode. As the sale price increases, the
higher slope of the line for the batch operating mode means that there is a
cross-over point at which the batch operating mode becomes more lucrative
than the continuous-flow operating mode.
Similarly, Figure 3.12 shows that, as expected, the total annual profit
increases as the annual demand increases. At low values of the product de-
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(a) δB = 1000 kmol/yr











(b) δB = 50, 000 kmol/yr










(c) δB = 100, 000 kmol/yr








(d) δB = 150, 000 kmol/yr










(e) δB = 200, 000 kmol/yr











(f) δB = 250, 000 kmol/yr







Figure 3.11: Sensitivity of profit Π to product sale price ζsaleB with product
demands δB ranging from (a) 1000 kmol/yr to (f) 250,000 kmol/yr.
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(a) ζsaleB = 300 $/kmol














(b) ζsaleB = 400 $/kmol













(c) ζsaleB = 500 $/kmol










(d) ζsaleB = 600 $/kmol













(e) ζsaleB = 700 $/kmol














(f) ζsaleB = 800 $/kmol









Figure 3.12: Sensitivity of Π to product demand δB with product sale prices
ranging from (a) $300/kmol to (f) $800/kmol.
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mand, the batch operating mode outperforms the continuous-flow counter-
part. As the product demand increases, the continuous-flow line approaches
the batch line, until at some intermediate value, the lines cross over, giving
the continuous-flow operating mode the advantage at high values of the annual
product demand. This trend holds for all the values of the product sale price
tested.
The trends are in direct agreement with the conventional heuristics
mentioned earlier for the determination of the appropriate operating mode.
The main cause for this agreement is the explicit accounting in our framework
of the use of the batch plant for the entirety of the year. The fact that the
economics for the batch plant are scaled to assume the rate of profit generation
per batch holds constant for the whole year dampens the slope of the optimal
profit vs δB line, allowing the continuous-flow operating mode to “catch up” at
higher product demands. This is more apparent in Figure 3.13, where I have
carried out a sensitivity analysis over narrower steps in the product demand
for a fixed sale price of $400/kmol. The figure shows that the total profit
for small changes in the overall demand initially results in no improvement
in the overall economics for the batch operating mode according to the model
employed in this work. It is only when the demand increases enough to warrant
the addition of plants in parallel that we see a discrete jump in overall profit.
Of major significance to the stakeholders is the knowledge of the point
at which one operating mode becomes more lucrative than the other. The
framework developed herein provides a convenient methodology by which this
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Figure 3.13: Sensitivity of Π to product demand δB with finer steps in demand
and product sale price of $400/kmol.
point can be obtained. Namely, by conducting the sensitivity analyses de-
scribed above, I am able to locate the cross-over points across the entirety of
the sets of values used for the two parameters examined. Figure 3.14 shows
a map of the points at which cross-overs of the optimal performance being
delivered from one operating mode to the other. The line traced by the points
separates the economic space into two subspaces, with the lower part of the
figure (low product demand, high product sale price) being a region where the
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batch operating mode delivers the optimal profits and the upper part of the
figure (high product demand, low product prices) being a region where the
continuous-flow operating mode delivers the optimal profits.







Figure 3.14: Cross-over points between batch and continuous-flow as ζsaleB and
δB are varied.
3.8 Summary and Future Directions
In this chapter, I presented a general framework that unifies the prob-
lems of operating mode decision-making and reactor network synthesis into a
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single optimization problem. The methodology employs an economic model
that accounts for the differences between the natures of the operating modes.
Specifically, the effects on the overall economics of (1) the fact that the batch
plant may be used for the manufacture of multiple products, (2) the additional
time needed for batch operations, (3) the fact that batch failures result in the
loss of entire, off-spec batches, and (4) the differences in the labor require-
ments between the two operating modes were accounted for. To achieve this,
I presented a general reactor module that adopts the DSR configuration and
derived dimensionless material balances of the two operating modes, highlight-
ing the strategy by which the models for the two operating modes converge
into a single, dimensionless model. Then, I presented the novel OCFERE
discretization approach by which individual reactor modules are connected to
allow reactor networks. After this, I presented a series of logical constraints
that allow the automatic identification of the optimal operating mode and
reactor network configuration. Finally, I provided the economic model that
relies on the logical constraints to assign appropriate values to the economic
parameters.
The methodology was employed for the van de Vusse case study. After
demonstrating the validity of the models employed by replicating literature
results for the same case study, I showed that the framework provided herein
is able to replicate the known heuristic rules for determining the optimal oper-
ating mode, namely, that batch operation is better suited for the manufacture
of high-value products at low demands, and continuous-flow operation is more
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suited for low-value products at high demand. The unification of the descrip-
tion of the two operating modes meant that the switch between operating
modes can be simply achieved by setting the value of a single binary vari-
able in the problem, giving us immense versatility in studying the different
operating modes. This was illustrated by presenting sensitivity analyses on
two economic parameters for the two operating modes and demonstrating the
point at which the optimal operating mode switches from one mode to the
other.
Finally, I conclude the first part of the dissertation by describing areas
of future work. First, making the assumptions of ideal reactors allowed the
simplification of the mass and energy balances such that the two operating
modes had governing equations that followed the same mathematical form,
allowing for direct comparisons. This does not completely eliminate the use
of the framework for other reactor types. For example, in chapter 2 I showed
how this framework can be utilized for considering microreactors by the simple
introduction of additional constraints that tighten the feasible region to ensure
realistic designs.
Nevertheless, the inclusion of other reactors with complex flow at-
tributes that deviate from ideality is an interesting area of research. Analyses
that account for flow dispersion, mass and heat transfer limitations for ex-
ample, would significantly expand the utility of the framework. The detailed
derivations provided in this work makes the inclusion of more advanced reac-
tor types a simple procedure of following the steps presented in this work and
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including the specific models needed for the additional reactor types. It is my
belief that this framework can therefore be employed for the consideration of
more complex reactor types and we aim to provide such work in the future.
Second, in its current form, the framework is applicable only for ho-
mogeneous liquid reactive systems. Further investigation into how this can be
extended to solid or gas phase reactive systems, as well as the phase changes
that may occur will open many avenues for further exploiting this idea for a
wider range of chemical systems.
Third, pooling operations between reactors has not been considered in
this framework. For example, in the continuous flow case, there is currently
no mechanism by which material can be recycled from a downstream reactor
to an upstream reactor. In the batch case, storage tanks are available to
satisfy a single reactor only, and the use of a single storage tank to meet
the storage needs of multiple reactors is currently not considered. An even
more general framework must account for the capability of pooling operations
between reactors, and the mechanism to incorporate this consideration can be
explored in a future work.
Last, this work focused on the reactor portion of the chemical plant.
The utility of extending the approach presented herein to other operations
(e.g. formulation, separation/purification steps) could not be understated.
The accurate description of each step in a unified manner for both operating
modes will not only allow the exploration of the plantwide optimal operating
mode, but will also open the door for a systematic methodology for designing
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integrated batch and continuous processes which have thus far been developed
on a case-by-case basis.
3.9 Nomenclature
Sets
I = {i : i1, . . . , iNI} Set of chemical species.
IR(i) Subset of chemical species that are reactants.
J = {j : j1, . . . , jNJ} Set of chemical reactions.
M = {m : mB,mC} Set of Operating modes where mB and mC are the batch
and continuous-flow operating modes, respectively.
MT (m, t) = {(mC , tPFR), (mC , tCSTR), (mB, tBR), (mB, tSBR)}Mapping of re-
actor types t to operating modes m.
P = {p : p0, . . . , pNP } Set of collocation points.
IPD(i) Subset of chemical species that are desirable products.
IPU (i) Subset of chemical species that are undesirable products.
Q =
{
q : q1, . . . , qNQ
}
Set of finite elements.
R = {r : r1, . . . , rNR} Set of reactor elements.
T = {t : tPFR, tCSTR, tBR, tSBR} Set of Reactor types.
U = {u : uf , us1 , us2 , us3 , um1 , um2 , um3 , ur, ue} Set of process units.
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Ue (u, u
′) = {(uf , us1), (us1 , um3), (um3 , ue)} Subset of unit-unit connection
map that contains external flows that do not flow through reactor.
Ui (u, u
′) = Uu\Ue Subset of unit-unit connections map that contains internal
flows that, if present, must ultimately lead to a flow inside the reactor.
Um(u) = {um1 , um2 , um3} Subset of units that are stream mixers.
Ur(u) = {ur} Subset of units that is the reactor.
Urec (u, u
′) = {(us2 , um1), (us2 , um2), (us3 , um1), (us3 , um2)} Subset of unit-unit
connections map that contains recycle streams.
Us(u) = {us1 , us2 , us3} Subset of units that are stream splitters.
Uu (u, u
′) = {(uf , us1), (u ∈ Us, u′ ∈ Um), (um1 , ur), (um2 , ur), (ur, us2), (ur, us3), (um3 , ue)}
Mapping of unit-unit connections.
Parameters
ηi,j Stoichiometric coefficient for species i in reaction j.
κj Reaction rate coefficient of reaction j.
Vt and Vt Lower and upper bounds on reactor volume for a reactor of type t
[m3].
Vst and Vst Lower and upper bounds on reactor volume for a reactor of type
t [m3].
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νref Reference volume [m3].
Wt and Wt Lower and upper bounds on residence time volume for a reactor
of type t [hrs].
F and F Lower and upper bounds on volumetric flowrate [m3/hr].
ξref Reference volumetric flowrate [m3/hr].
C feedi : i ∈ IR Feed concentration of species i [kmol/m3].
Ci Reference concentration for species i [kmol/m
3].
Υ Safety factor for reactor volume.
NP Number of collocation points per finite element.
NQ Number of finite elements per reactor element.
NR Number of reactor elements.
αp Time of collocation point p along normalized finite element.
βq Time of finite element q along normalized reactor element.
ω Number of hours of plant operation per year [hrs/yr].
φ̇p,p
′
Value of φ̇p function at collocation point p′.
φp1 Value of φ
p function at normalized time 1, corresponding to the border
between two adjacent finite elements.
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δi : i ∈ IPD Annual demand of desirable product i [kmol/yr].
ζsalei : i ∈ IPD Sale price of desirable product per kmol of speciesi [$/kmol].
ζrawi : i ∈ IR Cost of purchase of raw material i [$/kmol].
ζtreati : i ∈ (IR ∪ IPU ) Cost of product treatment per kmol of species i present
in the product stream [$/kmol].
ζop Operator annual salary.
σreacm Number of shift positions per reactor for operating mode m.
σstore Number of shift positions per storage tank (Integer).
σop Number of operators per shift position (Integer).
πreacat Cost function parameter for reactor type t [$/plant].
πreacbt Cost function parameter for reactor type t [$/[(m
3πreacct ) · (plant)]].
πreacct Cost function parameter for reactor type t.
πsta Cost function parameter for storage tank [$/plant].
πstb Cost function parameter for storage tank [$/[(m
3πreacct ) · (plant)]].
πstorec Cost function parameter for storage tank.
µB Average fraction of batches that fail per year.
θ Annualizing factor for capital investment [1/yr].
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Continuous Variables
Fu,u′ Volumetric flowrate between units u and u
′ [m3/hr].
Ci,u,u′ Concentration of species i in stream connecting units u and u
′ [kmol/m3].
f Volumetric flowrate inside reactor at residence time τ [m3/hr].
fIN Volumetric flowrate in ”IN” stream at residence time τ [m
3/hr].
fOUT Volumetric flowrate in ”OUT” stream at residence time τ [m
3/hr].
ci Concentration of species i inside reactor at batch time t or residence time
τ [kmol/m3].
cOUT,i Concentration of species i in ”OUT” stream at batch time t or residence
time τ [kmol/m3].
CIN,i Concentration of species i in ”IN” stream [kmol/m
3].
ḟ Derivative with respect to τ of volumetric flowrate inside reactor [m3/hr2].
ḟIN Derivative with respect to τ of volumetric flowrate in ”IN” stream [m
3/hr2].
ḟOUT Derivative with respect to τ of volumetric flowrate in ”OUT” stream
[m3/hr2].
Vu,u′ Volume of material transported between units u and u
′ [m3].
v Volume inside reactor at batch time t [m3].
vIN Volume in ”IN” stream at batch time t [m
3].
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vOUT Volume in ”OUT” stream at batch time t [m
3].
v̇ Derivative with respect to t of volume inside reactor [m3/hr].
v̇IN Derivative with respect to t of volume in ”IN” stream [m
3/hr].
v̇OUT Derivative with respect to t of volume in ”OUT” stream [m
3/hr].
v̂C Dimensionless volume of the continuous-flow reactor.
vC Volume of the continuous-flow reactor [m
3].
Ω Total batch/residence time of the network [hrs].
τ̂ Dimensionless time domain of ODE system.
γr The dimensionless time τ̂ at which reactor r begins within a network of
reactors in series.
F̂u,u′ Dimensionless volumetric flowrate (continuous-flow) or volume (batch)
between units u and u′.
Ĉi,u,u′ Dimensionless concentration between units u and u
′.
v̂ Dimensionless volumetric flowrate (continuous-flow) or volume (batch) in-
side reactor at dimensionless time τ̂ .
v̂IN Dimensionless volumetric flowrate (continuous-flow) or volume (batch) in
”IN” stream at dimensionless time τ̂ .
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v̂OUT Dimensionless volumetric flowrate (continuous-flow) or volume (batch)
in ”OUT” stream at dimensionless time τ̂ .
ŵIN Dimensionless derivative of volumetric flowrate (continuous-flow) or vol-
ume (batch) in ”IN” stream with respect to dimensionless time τ̂ at
τ̂ .
ŵOUT Dimensionless derivative of volumetric flowrate (continuous-flow) or
volume (batch) in ”OUT” stream with respect to dimensionless time τ̂
at τ̂ .
ĉi Dimensionless concentration inside reactor at dimensionless time τ̂ .
ĉOUT,i Dimensionless concentration in ”OUT” stream at dimensionless time
τ̂ .
CIN,i Dimensionless concentration in ”IN” stream.
F̂rCSTR Constant dimensionless derivative of flowrate in ”IN” and ”OUT” streams
if reactor type r is a CSTR.
sp,q,r
v̂+CSTR
Slack variables for satisfying CSTR equations in the case that reactor
r is not a CSTR.
sp,q,r
v̂−CSTR
Slack variables for satisfying CSTR equations in the case that reactor
r is not a CSTR.
Sr
V̂+CSTR
Slack variables for satisfying CSTR equations in the case that reactor




Slack variables for satisfying CSTR equations in the case that reactor
r is not a CSTR.
V̂rT,t Dimensionless volume of reactor r, if r is of type t.




Slack variables for satisfying reactor volume constraints for type t if
reactor r is not of type t.
Sr
V̂Tt
Slack variables for satisfying reactor volume constraints for type t if
reactor r is not of type t.
V̂rC The total dimensionless volume of a reactor if the continuous-flow oper-
ating mode is selected.
Wrreac Residence time of reactor r [hrs].
V̂rT,st,IN Dimensionless volume of ”IN” storage tank of reactor element r.
V̂rT,st,OUT Dimensionless volume of ”OUT” storage tank of reactor element r.
Sr
V̂T,st,IN
Positive slack variables to satisfy storage unit volume constraints if
storage units are not needed.
Sr
V̂T,st,OUT
Positive slack variables to satisfy storage unit volume constraints if
storage units are not needed.
Wrt Residence time of reactor r if reactor r is of type t [hrs].
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Wrop Time for additional operations needed for batch [hrs].
Tra Actual duration of a batch reactor element r after accounting for additional
operations [hrs].
Ψ Operating-mode dependent variable, equal to actual batch network dura-
tion (if batch is chosen), or equal to 1 (if continuous is chosen) [hrs/batch
(if batch), dimensionless (if continuous)].
zref Operating-mode dependent variable, equal to V if batch, or equal to F
if continuous [m3 (if batch), m3/hr (if continuous)].
ΓB Operating-mode dependent variable, equal to µB if batch, or equal to 0 if
continuous.
Φ Operating-mode dependent variable, equal to amount desirable product
per batch (if batch), or equal to amount desirable product per hour (if
continuous) [kmol/batch (if batch), or kmol/hr (if continuous)].
∆ Amount of product made per year in a single plant [kmol/[(yr) · (plant)]].
Π Annual profit [$/yr].
Θ Annual revenue [$/yr].
Ξ Annual cost [$/yr].
IC Annual investment costs [$/yr].
OC Annual operating costs [$/yr].
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IC,F Fixed capital investment per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
IC,W Working capital investment per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
IC,F,D Direct capital investment per plant [$/plant].
IC,F,I Indirect capital investment per plant [$/plant].
IC,P Purchased equipment cost per plant [$/plant].
IrC,P,reac Purchased reactor cost per plant for reactor element r [$/plant].
IrC,P,st Purchased storage unit cost per plant for reactor element r [$/plant].
IrC,P,react Purchased reactor cost per plant for reactor element r if reactor is
of type t [$/plant].
OC,V Annual variable operating cost per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,F Annual fixed operating cost per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,V,R Annual raw material cost per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,V,T Annual treatment cost per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,F,S Annual supervision cost per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,F,O Annual overhead cost per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,F,M Annual maintenance cost per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,F,T Annual taxes per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
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OC,F,R Annual rent per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,F,I Annual insurance costs per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
OC,F,L Annual labor costs per plant [$/(yr · plant)].
Binary Variables
yMm Binary equal 1 when operating mode m is chosen.
yrU Binary equal 1 if reactor r is utilized.
yrUMm Binary equal 1 if operating mode m is chosen, and reactor r is utilized.
yrTt Binary equal 1 if reactor r is of type t.
yrIN Binary equal 1 if ”IN” stream exists in reactor r.
yrOUT Binary equal 1 if ”OUT” stream exists in reactor r.
yrIN,B Binary equal 1 if ”IN” stream exists in reactor r and the batch operating
mode is chosen.
yrOUT,B Binary equal 1 if ”OUT” stream exists in reactor r and the batch
operating mode is chosen.
Integer Variables
ΛB Operating-mode dependent variable, equal to number of batches per year
per plant if batch, or equal to hours of operation per year per plant if
continuous.
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ΛP Number of plants operating in parallel.




Framework for the Evaluation of





Economic Value of Process Control:
Preliminaries
In this chapter1, I first present a literature review of previous work that
focuses on the economic evaluation of process control. Next, I present a moti-
vating case study that will be used in the rest of the dissertation to illustrate
the utility of the framework developed herein. Next, I present the general
formulation of integrated control and scheduling problems, and illustrate the
implementation of this formulation in section 4.4.
4.1 Introduction and Literature Review
Advanced process control (APC) strategies such as Model Predictive
Control (MPC) have become the standard control technique in the process
industries due to their unique capability of dealing with complex interactions,
process nonlinearities, and operational constraints. The use of APC offers
many advantages, such as an increase in throughput, process stability, yield,
1The contents of this chapter are largely based on the following publication: [45] Joseph G
Costandy, Thomas F Edgar, and Michael Baldea. A Scheduling Perspective on the Monetary
Value of Improving Process Control. Computers & Chemical Engineering, 112:121–131, 2018.
J. C. is the primary author of the manuscript.
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or a reduction in energy consumption, waste, raw material, and costs [135].
However, the implementation of a novel APC technology can be ex-
pensive due to the costs of manpower, hardware, software, and production
loss due to installation downtime. While there are well-established metrics for
the evaluation of the closed-loop performance of a control technology (either
in-silico or once implemented on a physical system), a strong case for its im-
plementation can only be established by quantitatively defining the associated
monetary benefits. Such analyses are more straightforward to conduct in the
context of plant construction and design, where the product of the design ac-
tivity (the plant itself) has a measurable dollar value that can be quantified
through standard metrics, such as Net-Present-Value (NPV) or Return-on-
Investment (ROI). Nevertheless, the significance of such metrics for business
decision-making makes this a continuously researched field, with ongoing ef-
forts to streamline the metrics [112, 113]. However, in the case of process
control, where the product in question (a control system) has the purpose of
achieving and maintaining the process controlled variables at their desired set
points, the question of how to assess the economic impact of improving a con-
trol system is a lot more challenging, despite being a concern of the process
systems community since the inception of the field [23, 57].
Thus far, all the results reported in the literature for the economic
benefit analysis of control systems have focused on steady-state operation,
where the benefit of a control system stems from its ability to reject process
disturbances and thus reduce state variability over time. This reduction in
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variability allows maintaining the operation of key states closer to their lim-
its, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Operational limits (e.g. quality, throughput,
safety) are normally directly related to the most economically favorable op-
erating points, so the difference between the average operating points before



















Figure 4.1: Impact of reduction in variability on average process value
Several frameworks have been proposed for the evaluation of the eco-
nomic driving forces of improving process control [108, 47]. Most of the work
reported for the case of predominantly steady-state processes does not take
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into account the complex, multivariate nature of most processes, and focuses
on the univariate reduction of variance. However, more recent works have
adopted a stochastic optimization approach that exploits multivariate effects
for identifying the maximum possible monetary value that can be attained by
improving process control [180, 181]. The general strategy employed can be
summarized as follows:
1. Define a benchmark controller as a basis for economic performance com-
parison. The most commonly used benchmark is the Minimum Variance
Controller (MVC) [117, 181, 24], or more recently the Linear-Quadratic-
Gaussian Controller (LQG) [180].
2. Select an appropriate performance function v(x) that defines the rela-
tionship between the total profit and the average value Ax of the con-
trolled variable x as its variability approaches that of the benchmark
controller. The most common functions used are quadratic, linear, or
piecewise linear reflecting saturation such as the so-called CLIFFTENT
function [103]. Alternatively, this relationship can be obtained using
comprehensive simulations of the specific system being studied under
the proposed and benchmark controllers [75, 119].
3. Obtain the probability density function f(x, σx, Ax) of the controlled
variable x with a variability σx and average operating value Ax. This is
often obtained from industrial data or via simulation. Where an explicit
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evaluation of f(x, σx, Ax) is difficult to conduct, a Gaussian distribution
is typically assumed.
4. Finally, the economic driving force of improving process control is ob-
tained as a function ψ(σx, Ax) =
∫
x
v(x)f(x, σx, Ax)dx. Profit indices for
the three most common performance functions and assuming a Gaussian
distribution of the controlled variable x have been derived by Bauer et
al. [24].
In contrast to the case of predominantly steady-state operation, the
monetary benefits of improved control in the case of predominantly transient
operation have not been studied. In today’s fast-changing markets, transient
operation has become ever-more relevant. Fast market dynamics call for the
development of better automation algorithms that can rapidly adjust to chang-
ing operational objectives, which are typically defined by the solution of a pro-
cess scheduling optimization problem. The common aim of the two activities
(process scheduling and plant-wide control) of locating and tracking optimal
state trajectories implies that a tight integration of process scheduling and con-
trol activities can yield significant economic benefits. The importance of this
topic has been highlighted by the increase in research efforts dedicated towards
this integration, as was discussed in several recent review articles [21, 54, 130].
In this dissertation, I posit that the monetary value of a particular
control system improvement can be quantified for the case of predominantly
transient operation by defining control performance metrics and quantifying
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the change in a production scheduling profit objective value as the performance
of the controller (as reflected by the performance metric) changes. While a
reduction of state variability is an appropriate performance metric for the
evaluation of the value of control during steady-state operation, a reduction
in transition time between one state and another is the main driving force for
economic gains for transient operation, as is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Lower
transition times would result in maximizing the overall hourly production rate,
minimizing waste of raw materials and off-spec products and reducing storage
costs. However, lower transition times require more aggressive control action,
which can result in more equipment wear and tear. Nevertheless, the effect
of increased maintenance costs may often be negligible compared to the eco-
nomic benefits resulting from the improved control, so has been ignored in this
work. Transition time has therefore been selected as the performance metric
over which I assess the value of improved process control. Also, while MVC
or LQG controllers were appropriate benchmarks for the case of steady-state
operation, a clear benchmark for the case of transient operation is a hypothet-
ical, zero-transition time, “perfect” controller (as shown in Figure 4.2), with
the realization that this controller may also have many high ratios of change
(“spikes”) for the manipulated variables.
My goal is to develop a framework for the assessment of control value
for predominantly transient operation by developing appropriate performance
functions based on an integrated scheduling and control problem featuring a

















Figure 4.2: Impact of reduction in transition time on production schedule
where a step change is made from one process operating point to another
4.2 Motivating Example: Cyclical Scheduling of a CSTR
In this section, I present a problem where transient conditions play an
important role, and aim to illustrate that the choice of controller has a direct
influence on the performance of the system. This problem will be used in sub-
sequent chapters to illustrate the development of economic metrics for control
performance, and as a basis for deriving appropriate performance functions for
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the evaluation of the monetary value of process control from the scheduling
perspective.
Consider a CSTR that converts a feed stream containing reactant A
into one of three products: P1 (80% feed conversion), P2 (85% feed conversion),
or P3 (94% feed conversion), by manipulating the reactor temperature. The
reactor model was adapted from Davis and Thomson [51], and is given by eq
4.1, where the states are the concentration CA [mol/L] and temperature T
[K], q is the feed flow rate [m3/h], V is the reactor volume [m3],k0 is the pre-
exponential factor in the reaction rate expression [h−1], EA is the activation
energy [J ], U [W/m2K] and A [m2] are the heat transfer coefficient and area,
respectively, ρ [kg/m3] and Cp [J/kgK] are the density and heat capacity of
the reaction mixture, respectively, Tc is the coolant temperature [K], ∆H is
the enthalpy of reaction [J/mol], and subscript 0 denotes conditions at the








(CA0 − CA)− k0e−EA/RTCA
q
V
(T0 − T )− 1ρCpk0e
−EA/RTCA∆H − UAρV Cp (T − Tc)
]
(4.1)
The conversion of the feed A, and therefore the product made by the
reactor (Pi), can be controlled by manipulating the temperature of the coolant
and allowing the reactor to reach steady-state. The system of ODEs above
was solved at steady-state for the reactor and coolant temperatures (T and
Tc) that will yield the desired outlet concentrations CA for the three products.
The concentration CA, and required coolant and reactor temperatures needed
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for each of the three products is summarized in Table 4.2. At this point, it
is necessary to design controllers that are able to achieve the desired reactor
conditions, and the transitions between them. Since the scheduling problem
has yet to be addressed, the controllers must first be designed such that all
possible transitions between the products can be achieved.
Table 4.2: Product concentrations, and required reactor and coolant temper-
atures for making each of the Pi products.
i = 1 i = 2 i = 3
Outlet concentration, CA [mol/L] 0.20 0.15 0.06
Reactor temperature, T [K] 423.6 429.8 449.5
Coolant temperature, Tc [K] 337.0 339.7 360.9
Baldea and Harjunkoski [21] proposed and simulated two control struc-
tures for this problem:
1. Two cascaded proportional-integral (PI) controllers, where an inner loop
stabilizes the reactor temperature by manipulating the coolant temper-
ature and the outer loop manipulates the setpoint temperature to track
the desired composition setpoint.
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2. A nonlinear input-output linearizing controller that imposes a second-
order closed-loop system behavior [50] .
The choice of controllers is driven by the purpose of this work, that is, to
quantify the value of the effort of improving control. Specifically, the cascaded
PI controller is easier to design and implement than the linearizing controller
since it does not require a full process model. However, the linear closed-loop
dynamics that would result from implementing the linearizing controller are
expected to yield better performance. This therefore helps address the key
question: given a controller design and a production schedule, what is the
monetary value of improving process control? In other words, if this produc-
tion schedule is executed using either controller, what would be the economic
value of investing in improving the process controller? Note that I focus here
on a situation where the computation of the setpoints (i.e., scheduling) and
the control calculations are performed separately; a converse situation – not
considered here – is the simultaneous calculation of the optimal setpoints and
optimal control moves, as is the case, e.g., in economic MPC [9].
Baldea and Harjunkoski [21] simulated both control structures with all
the possible transitions between the three products by imposing composition
setpoint changes every 10 hours. The simulation results are reproduced in
Figure 4.3. In addition, the authors calculated all possible transition times
between the three products, defined as the time taken to reach a value within
0.1% of the new target value after a set-point change. The transition times
they calculated are reproduced in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Setpoint tracking for all possible transitions between products P1
(CA,sp = 0.2 mol/L), P2 (CA,sp = 0.15 mol/L), and P3 (CA,sp = 0.06 mol/L)
using the cascaded PI and linearizing control structures, based on the results
reported in reference [21].
The simulation results show that both control structures yield good per-
formance with reasonable transition times between all possible product tran-





2dt∗. The ISE for the cascaded PI controller is ISEPI = 0.0199 mol
2hr/L2,
and that for the input/output linearizing controller is ISEIOL = 0.0226 mol
2hr/L2.
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Table 4.3: Transition time [h] for reactor to switch from making product Pi′
to product Pi.
Cascaded PI Controller Linearizing Controller
τi′i P1 P2 P3 τi′i P1 P2 P3
P1 - 2.83 8.36 P1 - 2.40 3.05
P2 2.30 - 8.20 P2 2.30 - 2.90
P3 4.45 3.50 - P3 2.65 2.60 -
Here, I make two observations: First, the simulation shows that transient op-
eration occupies a significant portion of the simulation. While products are
only obtained when the system is at steady-state, the transient portion of
production campaign cannot be ignored since it will clearly affect the total
makespan of any proposed production schedule, with further implications on
the amount of time products must spend in storage and associated storage
costs (as discussed later). This fact indicates that the evaluation of the mon-
etary benefits of control for any production schedule must take the transient
portion of the schedule into account. Second, the chosen controller has a clear
and direct impact on the process operation. Owing to the nonlinearity of the
closed-loop response of the cascaded PI control structure, I direct the reader’s
attention to transitions such as P1 → P3 and P2 → P3, which have a much
larger duration for the cascaded PI controller compared to the input/output
linearizing controller. Such differences can affect the production sequence and
total profit drastically.
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4.3 The Optimal Scheduling Problem
In this section, I present the general integrated scheduling and control
problem framework that was proposed by Flores-Tlacuahac and Grossmann
[63], and used by Baldea and Harjunkoski [21] as a basis to perform a sys-
tematic investigation into the use of elements of control and scheduling as
building blocks for the formulation and solution of the integrated scheduling
and control problem. I specifically focus on identifying the role of control
on the overall schedule, since defining the monetary value of control from a
scheduling perspective requires knowledge of where control plays a role on the
overall schedule.
The scheduling problem aims to identify the optimal production se-
quence that achieves the maximum profit J [$/h] from supplying a given de-
mand δi[m
3] for each of the NP products Pi(i ∈ 1, ..., NP ) in the lowest
makespan time Tm[h]. The total cycle time for which the schedule is opti-
mized is split into Ns time-slots. The objective function is given by eq 4.2,
where φ1 is the total profit generated in one cycle of the production schedule,
φ2 is the total cost of raw materials, and φ3 is the cost of storage of products




[φ1 − φ2 − φ3] (4.2)
The total profit generated φ1 is given by eq 4.3, where ωi[m
3] is the
total volume of product Pi made, and πi[$/m






The cost of raw materials φ2 is given by eq 4.4, where qs[m
3/h] is the
feed flow rate in slot s, crm[$/m
3] is the cost per volume of raw material,
and the term (tfs − tss) is the time occupied by slot s with superscripts s and
f denoting start and finish times, respectively. Assuming a constant reactor






s − tss) (4.4)
The cost of storage of products φ3 is given by eq 4.5, where cstorage,i[$/m
3h]
is the cost of storing 1 m3 of product Pi for 1 h, the term (Tm− tfs ) is the time




1, if product i is made in slot s
0, otherwise.
It is assumed here that any stored product will remain in storage until the end







zi,s(Tm − tfs ) (4.5)
The transition time in any slot s, τs, is calculated using eq 4.6, with a
known amount of time assigned to the setup of the first slot (τs=1). The start
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(tss) time of each slot is defined using eq 4.7, with the start time of the first
slot (tss=1) fixed at zero. The end (t
f
s ) time of each slot is related to the start
and transition times using constraint (4.8), with the end time of the final slot






zi′,s−1zi,sτi′,i ∀s 6= 1 (4.6)
tss = t
f
s−1 ∀s 6= 1 (4.7)
tfs ≥ tss + τs ∀s (4.8)
The total volume of product ωi is set equal to the demand δi, and is
related to the timing constraints above using eq 4.9.





s − tss − τs) ∀i (4.9)
Finally, a limit of 1 is placed on the number of products made in each




zi,s = 1 ∀s (4.10)
Ns∑
s=1
zi,s = 1 ∀i (4.11)
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It should be noted here that while modifications can be readily made
to the objective function or to the model constraints (e.g. raw material cor-
responding to each product can be different, products can be manufactured
over two separate time slots, sale of off-spec product can be accounted for,
etc.), the overall framework is applicable for all scheduling problems, in that it
consists of an objective function that maximizes profit subject to constraints
that describe the physical limitations and mathematical relationships of the
plant [63].
The control system plays the very critical role of executing the produc-
tion schedule. Several assumptions are made in the solution of the scheduling
problem with regards to the control system. First, solving the scheduling
problem involves making integer decisions with regard to the operation of the
process, assuming constant values for the transition times τi′,i. The example
presented in Section 4.2 clearly illustrates that the values of these transition
times are closely tied to the process dynamics (e.g. eq 4.1), choice of control
structure, and the performance of the control system. Furthermore, it is as-
sumed that all the product made in the production slot s is of the required
quality, which may not be the case if disturbances occur. Therefore, successful
execution of the schedule by the control system is tied to the ability of the
control system to transition between operating points, reject process distur-
bances, and maintain process stability. It is therefore clear that the monetary
value of the control system is directly related to the total profit derived from
implementing the optimal production schedule.
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4.4 Motivating Example (cont’d): CSTR Production
Schedule
In this section, I aim to demonstrate the use of the integrated schedul-
ing and control framework presented in Section 4.3 on the cyclical CSTR
problem presented in Section 4.2. First, I solve the scheduling optimization
problem, and use the results to identify the role of control on the overall
production schedule. Then, I fix a production sequence and makespan, and
perform four simulations with different values of transition times, allowing me
to make quantitative observations about the effect of transition time, and the
nonlinearity of the closed-loop system dynamics on the economic performance
of the production schedule.
4.4.1 Optimization of Production Schedule
Production scheduling of the cyclical CSTR problem presented in Sec-
tion 4.2 was performed using the framework in Section 4.3 and transition times
in Table 4.3. For this problem, the number of products (NP ) and slots (Ns) are
both 3, with only a single product allowed per slot as enforced by constraint
(4.10). The values of the parameters used are shown in Table 4.4.
The MINLP consisting of eqs 4.2 - 4.11 was solved to optimality for
both control structures, and the Gantt charts of the optimal schedules for the
linear and nonlinear controllers are shown in Figure 4.4. The different con-
trollers result in different production schedules, with the cascaded PI controller
resulting in the sequence P3 → P2 → P1 and an hourly profit of $62.71/h, and
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Table 4.4: Product properties.
i = 1 i = 2 i = 3
Demand, δi[m
3] 10 30 10
Sale price, πi[$/m
3] 100 120 200
Storage cost, cstorage,i[$/m
3h] 2 2 2
Flow rate, q[m3/h] 1
Raw material cost, crm[$/m
3] 20
the linearizing controller resulting in the sequence P3 → P1 → P2 and an
hourly profit of $65.54/h. The higher total profit generated when using the
input/output linearizing controller can be attributed to the lower makespan.
Figure 4.4 shows that transition between products takes more than
15% of the total schedule for both control structures. Furthermore, since the
only difference between the two problems was the transition times that were
dictated by the specific controllers implemented, it is clear that the major
contributor to the change in profit of an integrated scheduling and control
problem arises from the difference in the transition times from one product to
the next. Figure 4.4 also shows the schedules if a hypothetical, zero-transition
time controller were to be implemented for the same process, assuming that the
production schedule does not change. It can be seen that for this controller,
the makespan of the scheduling cycle is reduced to 50 hours, and will achieve
an hourly profit of $76.30/h. The higher profit can be attributed to the cost
savings in raw materials and storage. In addition, this ideal schedule will result
in an increase in annual profits because of the availability of more cycles per
year.
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Figure 4.4: Gantt chart of optimal schedule for (a) the cascaded PI controller
and (b) the input/output linearizing controller
This simple example illustrates that the control structure has a direct
impact on both the sequencing and economics of any proposed schedule. It
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is important to note that the implementation of the cascaded PI controller is
much simpler than the linearizing controller. The latter requires developing
a process model and would therefore be more costly and time consuming. It
is therefore essential to be able to quantify the monetary value of improving
control in order to make such decisions.
4.4.2 Simulation of Production Schedule
In this section, I aim to delineate the specific effect of transition time
that arises from using different control structures, as well as the effect of the
nonlinearity of the closed-loop system dynamics on the economic performance.
I do not aim to provide a rigorous analysis of the effect of nonlinearity, but
instead aim to illustrate numerically that controller nonlinearity does have
an effect on production economics. The effect of nonlinearity can only be
investigated if an appropriate metric for nonlinearity is first defined. To that
end, I first note that for linear controllers, τi′,i′′ = τi′′,i′ for all combinations
of i′, i′′. Therefore, for linear system dynamics, the standard deviation of
transition times for all possible transitions (σ [hrs]) is zero. Thus, for the
purpose of this analysis, a reasonable metric for nonlinearity is the standard
deviation of all transition times.
I perform four simulations of a fixed production sequence (namely, P3 →
P2 → P1 → P3 → P1 → P2 → P3) that employs all the possible production
transitions. The duration of each time slot is 10 hours. Different control
structures are considered with their corresponding transition times. As such,
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the quantity of each product produced in each simulated campaign using the
four control structures, and therefore the total hourly profit, will be different.
The transition times of the four simulations are described as follows:
1. The transition times for the cascaded PI control structure, as given in
Table 4.3. The average transition time and standard deviation for this
control structure are τ i′′,i′ = 4.94 and σ = 2.69 hours, respectively.
2. The transition times for the input/output control structure, as given in
Table 4.3. The average transition time and standard deviation for this
control structure are τ i′′,i′ = 2.65 and σ = 0.29 hours, respectively.
3. All transition times set equal to each other, and equal to the average of all
transition times for the cascaded PI control structure (τi′′,i′ = 4.94 hours
∀(i′′, i′)). This will have the same average transition time as simulation
1, but will have a standard deviation of σ = 0, corresponding to a linear
closed-loop behavior with closed-loop time constant τCL = 4.94 hours.
4. All transition times set equal to each other, and equal to the average
of all transition times for the input/output linearizing control structure
(τi′′,i′ = 2.65 hours ∀(i′′, i′)). This will have the same average transition
time as simulation 2, but will have a standard deviation of σ = 0, corre-
sponding to a linear closed-loop behavior with closed-loop time constant
τCL = 2.65 hours..
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Equations 4.2 - 4.5 were used to calculate the total hourly profit for
the four cases with the product properties given in Table 4.4. The results
are presented in Table 4.5. The total revenue (φ1) and storage costs (φ3) are
different for the four simulations due to the production of different amounts of
each product Pi in each slot. The total raw material costs (φ2) are the same
for all cases since the CSTR uses a single raw material at all times, and the
makespan time for all schedules was fixed.
Table 4.5: Total hourly profit and profit breakdown of four simulations of the
fixed production schedule.
Case τ i′′,i′ [h] σ [h] J [$/h] Tm [h] φ1 [$] φ2 [$] φ3 [$]
1 4.94 2.69 10.06 64 3653.40 1280.00 1729.80
2 2.65 0.29 40.88 64 6115.00 1280.00 2215.00
3 4.94 0 22.70 64 4250.40 1280.00 1518.00
4 2.65 0 42.02 64 6174.00 1280.00 2205.00
Comparing the hourly profits J of cases 3 and 4, or cases 1 and 2 reveals
that the total profit is inversely proportional to the average transition time.
Comparing the total profits of cases 1 and 3, or cases 2 and 4, shows that
for a fixed average transition time, decreasing controller nonlinearity has a
substantial effect on total profit.
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Chapter 5
Economic Value of Process Control: Novel
Performance Metrics
In this chapter1, I present two novel performance metrics that can be
used to assess the monetary value of process control from a scheduling per-
spective.
5.1 Monetary Performance Metrics
In this section, I aim to arrive at explicit expressions that allow the eval-
uation of the monetary benefits of improving process control from a scheduling
perspective. In the previous chapter, I proposed the use of transition time as
an appropriate performance metric. However, across a scheduling horizon,
there could be one or more transitions, each with a different duration. There-
fore, the question arises as to which transition time would provide the best
measure. I investigate two possibilities:
1. The use of the total transition time across the scheduling horizon as the
1The contents of this chapter are largely based on the following publication: [45] Joseph G
Costandy, Thomas F Edgar, and Michael Baldea. A Scheduling Perspective on the Monetary
Value of Improving Process Control. Computers & Chemical Engineering, 112:121–131, 2018.
J. C. is the primary author of the manuscript.
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performance metric.
2. The use of individual transition times as the performance metric.




[φ1 − φ2 − φ3] (4.2)
I note that the profit is normalized with respect to the total makespan Tm.
This profit objective function can be manipulated to clearly see the effect of
transition and production times. Eqns. (5.1) and (5.2) define two variables,
TT and TP , as the total transition and production times within one scheduling
cycle, respectively. In Eqn. (5.2), tPs is the total production time of slot
s. Also, since we are interested in the absolute monetary benefit (j [$]), we
multiply both sides of Eqn. (4.2) by Tm, yielding Eqn. (5.3).
TT ≡ Total Transition Time [h] =
Ns∑
s=1















(tfs − tss − τs) (5.2)
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j = TmJ =
NP∑
i=1


























Then, the monetary value can be obtained by evaluating dj/dΘ, where
Θ is the chosen performance metric.
5.1.1 Performance Metric 1: Total Transition Time
The first performance metric to examine is the total transition time,
TT , defined in Eqn. (5.1). Since TT is a function of the product zi′,s−1zi,s,
and as a consequence, the optimal production schedule, the derivative dj/dTT
cannot be obtained unless we assume the production sequence is not modified
by minor changes in the individual transition times.
To calculate the profit associated with a production schedule executed
with an ideal controller, jideal [$/h], all transition times (and therefore TT ) are










































which provides the cost incurred by imperfect control. The first term of
Eqn. (5.5) corresponds to the reduction in storage costs due to decreasing
the makespan, and the second term corresponds to the reduction in raw ma-
terial costs.
Next, noting that j = (TT + TP )J , and dj
ideal/dTT = 0, the derivative










zi,s + qcrm + J
)
(5.6)
which indicates that a reduction of one hour in the total transition time yields
savings due to a reduction of one hour of storing each product made before
the last time slot (since the model assumes that the product made in the final
slot is not sent to storage), a reduction in the cost of raw material equivalent
to the price of one hour flow of raw material, and an additional profit J that
arises from the reduction of the makespan.
The main advantage of this result is its simplicity. One can immediately
evaluate the expression upon solving the scheduling problem to test whether
further improvement of the control would result in significant monetary bene-
fits. However, the expression is only applicable for the evaluation of the effects
of small changes in transition times that will not affect the optimal schedule.
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The result cannot be applied to cases where the production sequence in the
optimal schedule is very sensitive to changes in the transition times, since the
analysis presented herein assumed the optimal production sequence remains
unchanged.
5.1.2 Performance Metric 2: Individual Transition Times
An individual transition time τi′′,i′ between products i
′′ and i′ can be
used as the performance metric over which the monetary value of improving
process control for the total production schedule is evaluated, assuming that
all other transition times remain constant. In order to differentiate the total
profit with respect to an individual transition time, the total transition time
(Eqn. (5.1)) is first differentiated with respect to a single transition time, as







This result can then be used to find the derivative of the total profit j
























Before discussing this expression in more detail, I should note that this
derivative is an explicit function of the production schedule, and the value
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of the derivative is dependent upon the optimal production sequence, given
by zi,s. In the following discussion, I will refer to the production transitions
that appear in the optimal sequence as “active”, and those that do not play
a role in this sequence as “inactive”. For example, in the optimal sequence
obtained with the cascaded PI controller (Fig. (4.4a)), the active transitions
are P3 → P2 and P2 → P1, while the remaining transitions are inactive.
In the case of active transitions, the first term in Eqn. (5.8) provides
the reduction in storage costs for all the products made prior to, and including,
the transition being investigated, while the second term is the reduction in raw
material costs due to the reduction in the makespan time by one hour. The
resulting savings in storage costs are intuitive: products made prior to the
transition will be stored for a shorter period of time until the end of the cycle,
while the cost of storage of products made after the transition will not be
affected by the reduction in the transition time. This simple result is highly
relevant for a production plant that is already in place, and improvements
to the profit by improving process control are sought. It provides a clear
indication of where the process control engineers should focus their efforts so
as to have the largest possible influence on total profit.
In the case of active transitions, the linear dependence of the total
profit j on the transition times results in a constant increase in profit with a
decreasing transition time, until the point when the transition time reaches
zero. However, this is not the case for an inactive transition time. Reducing
an inactive transition time will initially have no effect on the total profit, since
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the optimal schedule remains unchanged. However, if the inactive transition
time becomes sufficiently low to warrant a change in the optimal production
sequence to require this transition to occur, the inactive transition will now
become active in the optimal schedule. Therefore, the problem of finding the
effect of inactive transition times on the total profit made from a production
schedule is analogous to performing a sensitivity analysis on the profit objec-
tive function to identify the points at which the schedule changes, and what
the new optimal production sequence is. The problem would be to find how
far one must decrease the transition time for a different optimal production
schedule (zi,s) to be selected, and what is the new optimal production schedule.
Performing such an analysis will allow process engineers to identify whether
the improvement of process control would yield significant monetary benefits
even if the particular transition in question is currently not implemented on
an online plant.
5.2 Motvating Example (cont’d): Value of Control for
CSTR Operation
5.2.1 Performance Metric 1: Total Transition Time
First, I use the total transition time as the performance metric to quan-
tify the monetary value of process control, to find the maximum possible value
of improving process control for the full production schedule. Evaluating Eqn.
(5.6) for the two studied controllers gives savings of $162.71/hr for the cascaded
PI controller and $125.54/h for the input/output linearizing controller. Based
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on this, one can conclude that for this problem, an improvement of process
control would result in a larger profit if either controller was upgraded, with
higher monetary benefits of improving control if the cascaded PI controller
was implemented than if the linearizing controller was implemented. In other
words, the linearizing controller in its current design provides better overall
control performance for this production schedule such that its improvement
will not yield as much benefit for the schedule as if the cascaded PI controller
were improved.
In addition, I applied Eqn. (5.6) to calculate the value of control for
the four fixed production schedules introduced in Section 4.4.2. In order to
account for the fact that each product was made in more than one slot, the











zi,sωi,s + qcrm + J
)
(5.9)
The calculated value of control for the four cases is shown in Table
5.1. Comparing case 1 with case 3, or case 2 with case 4, reveals that the
nonlinearity of the closed-loop system dynamics (as reflected by transition
time standard deviation) is indirectly proportional to the value of control. In
other words, improvement of process control is economically attractive if the
closed-loop behavior becomes more linear, in the sense defined in section 4.4.2.
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Table 5.1: Value of control for the four simulations with a fixed production
schedule using total transition time as the performance metric.
Case τ i′′,i′ [h] σ [h] j [$] dj/dTT [$/h]
1 4.94 2.69 643.60 87.18
2 2.65 0.29 2616.00 134.88
3 4.94 0 1452.40 93.29
4 2.65 0 2689.00 135.52
5.2.2 Performance Metric 2: Individual Transition Times
Next, I investigate the effect of improving the specific transitions from
one product to the other in order to identify where an improvement in process
control would yield the highest monetary benefits for the production schedule.
As discussed in section 5.1.2, a systematic sensitivity analysis is needed to
investigate the effect of modifying individual transition times on the total
profit. To this end, I have conducted an investigation wherein I examined
the effect of gradually reducing each transition time from its nominal value
(given in Table 4.3) by some increment ∆t, until it reaches zero, while keeping
all other transition times at their nominal values, and solving the scheduling
optimization problem given by Eqns. (4.2) - (4.11) to find the new optimal
production sequence and hourly profit. The results of one such analysis are
shown in Figure 5.1, for the sensitivity of total profit to the (decreasing) value
τ3,1 for the cascaded PI controller. The analysis begins at the left of the plot,
where τ3,1 is at its nominal value of 4.45 hours (∆τ3,1 = 0). I then decrease
τ3,1 by a small increment and re-solve the optimization problem to find the
optimal production sequence with the new value of τ3,1. Any changes in total
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profit or production sequence are recorded. I then continue to decrease τ3,1

















Figure 5.1: Total profit as a function of transition time τ3,1 (top abscissa),
or change in transition time ∆τ3,1 (bottom abscissa) for the cascaded PI con-
troller.
Results of this investigation for all transition times τi′′,i′ are shown
in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for the cascaded PI and the input/output linearizing
controllers, respectively. In these figures, each line represents the variation
of the total profit, j, as a different transition time, τi′′,i′ , is reduced from
its nominal value (where ∆τ = 0) to zero (where ∆τ = −τi′′,i′ , as given in
Table 4.3). Different line colors are used to represent different transitions.
Solid lines indicate that the transition is active in the optimal schedule, while
dashed lines indicate that the transition is inactive. Finally, different markers
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denote the optimal production sequence. In addition, the derivative of the
total profit with respect to the transition time, dj/dτi′′,i′ , as calculated using
Eqn. (5.8), is also plotted as a function of the change in transition time for all
the individual transition times.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate the difference between active and inactive
transitions. For active transitions, any modification in the transition time
has no effect on the optimal production sequence but results in an immediate
increase in the total profit. The value of control can be assessed directly for
active transitions using Eqn. (5.8). For example, we evaluate the expression
for the schedule of Fig. (4.4a) with the two active transitions τ3,2 and τ2,1:
dj
dτ3,2
= − (cstorage,3ω3 + qcrm) = −$40/hr (5.10)
dj
dτ2,1
= − (cstorage,3ω3 + cstorage,2ω2 + qcrm) = −$100/hr (5.11)
which can be seen on the bottom plot of Figure 5.2. This result indicates that if
the cascaded PI controller was implemented and the plant was designed such
that the schedule of Figure 4.4 was followed, then improving the transition
between products P2 and P1 would yield 2.5 times the monetary benefits as
improving the transition between products P3 and P2, while improving the
control structure to reduce any of the other product transitions would yield



















































































Figure 5.2: Total profit and derivative of profit with respect to transition
time as a function of change in individual transition times for the cascaded
PI controller. Solid lines indicate that the transition is active in the schedule,
while dashed lines indicate the transition is inactive. Line color represents
the particular transition. The optimal schedule is indicated by the marker
type: M is P3 → P2 → P1,   is P3 → P1 → P2, © is P1 → P3 → P2,  is






























































































Figure 5.3: Total profit and derivative of profit with respect to transition time
as a function of change in individual transition times for the input/output
linearizing controller. Visual representations of active vs. inactive transitions,
particular transitions, and optimal schedule are the same as Fig. 5.2.
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compute the value of dj/dτi′′,′ using Eqn. (5.8) for the active transitions if the
input/output linearizing controller were implemented, and find that reducing
τ3,1 and τ1,2 by one hour results in increases of $40 and $60, respectively, as
can be seen on the bottom plot of Figure 5.3.
The next question is whether implementing different production se-
quences with improved control would provide higher monetary benefits than
the current production sequence. Different production sequences would be-
come optimal when the currently inactive transitions become active upon sig-
nificant reduction in their corresponding transition times. For this reason,
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that for small values of ∆τ , when the transition is
inactive, the total profit j does not change, and the value of improving con-
trol, dj/dτi′′,i′ is zero. However, a discontinuity occurs in the plot when the
transition time becomes small enough to warrant a change in the optimal pro-
duction sequence. It should be noted that the optimization problem is solved
to maximize the total hourly profit, J [$/h], and not the total absolute profit,
j[$], which is why some changes in the optimal production sequence result in
lower total profits despite having higher hourly profits (e.g. τ2,3 in the top plot
of Figure 5.2). Upon selecting another production sequence, the total profit
j increases linearly with decreasing transition time, and the derivative of the
total profit with respect to transition time can now be calculated using Eqn.
(5.8) for the new production sequence.
Figure 5.2 shows that the most economically beneficial improvement
of control would be achieved if the duration of the transition between P2 and
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P1 is reduced, with an improvement of $100/hr. This is also an active transi-
tion in the optimal schedule for the cascaded PI control structure. The same
economic benefit could also be achieved by another sequence if the duration
of the transitions between products P2 and P3 or P1 and P3 are drastically
reduced by more than 5 hours. Therefore, if this controller was implemented,
it would be best to operate with the currently optimal production sequence
and improve the particular transition between products P2 and P1.
From the inspection of Figure 5.3, it can be seen that the improve-
ment of any of the two active transitions would yield a maximum benefit of
$60/hr. However, if a slight reduction of less than half an hour was made for
the transition between products P2 and P1 using the input/output linearizing
controller, then the optimal production sequence will change to P3 → P2 → P1
(same as the optimal sequence for the cascaded PI controller), and any further
reduction of τ2,1 would yield $100/hr. Similarly, a reduction of τ2,3 by slightly
less than an hour would result in the optimal production sequence becoming
P1 → P2 → P3, and any further reduction would also yield $100/hr. Therefore,
we have identified two inactive transitions whose improvement can be signif-
icantly more economically attractive than the improvement of the currently
optimal production sequence.
To conclude this section, I make two observations about the metrics I
have developed and demonstrated. First, while the initial investigation using
the total transition time as the performance metric revealed that improvement
of process control would be more economically beneficial for the case of the
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cascaded PI controller, the detailed investigation of individual transition times
revealed that the same economic benefits can be achieved if either control
structure were implemented provided that we know exactly which transition
times play a larger role on the total profit. The use of the individual transition
times as the performance metric therefore provided more information about
the specific areas where upgrading the implemented controller would yield
significant monetary benefits. This, however, does not negate the worth of
using the total transition time as a performance metric, since it provided a
rapid answer as to whether the improvement of process control would yield
significant monetary benefits. Second, the use of individual transition times
as the performance metric as I have illustrated in this section is a multivariate
assessment of the value of control, in that it accounts for all the variables that
affect the objective function.
5.3 Summary and Future Directions
This chapter presented a novel framework for quantifying the monetary
value of improving process control in the case of predominantly transient plant
operation from a scheduling perspective. I presented two novel performance
metrics. The first metric was the total transition time within a single pro-
duction cycle. The corresponding performance metric was shown to provide
an upper bound on the potential gains that can be made by improving pro-
cess control, but suffered from the assumption that the optimal production
sequence is not modified by the changes in transition time. Nevertheless, the
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performance metric gives an indication as to whether further investigation into
improving process control would yield significant monetary benefits. The sec-
ond performance metric I examined was the transition time between individual
products. I showed that by using this metric, one can identify specific areas
of a chemical plant where improving process control would yield the highest
economic benefits. Furthermore, this metric can be used without making the
assumption that the production sequence remains unchanged upon modifica-
tion of the transition time, allowing a more in-depth understanding of all the
potential benefits that can be gained by improving the setpoint tracking ca-
pabilities of the particular control structure that is implemented, assuming
that the attained benefits are not affected by decreased disturbance rejection
capabilities.
While the proposed framework and expressions herein focused on the
monetary value of process control in particular, the methodology employed can
be extended to identify other types of dynamic bottlenecks (e.g., equipment-
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